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This thesis consists of two parts. Each part solves a topological problem in equiv-
ariant symplectic geometry using combinatorial methods.
The classification problem of sympletic toric manifolds was solved by Delzant
[Del88] and their cohomology rings were later computed in various ways by
Davis-Januskiewicz [DJ91] and Tolman-Weitsman [TW03]. Contact toric mani-
folds are the analogue of symplectic toric manifolds. The classification problem
was solved by Lerman [Ler03a]. In the first part of the thesis, we compute the
cohomology ring of contact toric manifolds utilizing techniques in [DJ91].
The equivariant cohomology of Hamiltonian GKM manifolds can be com-
puted as the graph cohomology of their GKM graphs. The combinatorial prop-
erties of GKM graphs were studied by Guillemin and Zara [GZ99], [GZ01]. In the
second part of this thesis, we study the graph cohomology for a more general class
of graphs and prove many properties about it. The most interesting one of these is
a weak version of the Hard Lefschetz Property (HLP). It was known that HLP al-
ways holds for Ka¨hler manifolds, but generally may fail for symplectic manifolds.
Hamiltonian GKM manifolds are symplectic but generally not Ka¨hler. Our result
provides a new class of manifolds for which a weak version of HLP holds.
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CHAPTER 1
BACKGROUND
1.1 Symplectic manifolds and Hamiltonian actions
A symplectic manifold is a pair pM;!q where M is a smooth manifold and ! is a
two-form that is
 closed, i.e. d!  0, and
 non-degenerate, i.e. for all p P M and any non-zero vector X P TpM , there
exists Y P TpM , such that !ppX;Y q  0.
The two-form ! is called a symplectic form on M . We say M admits a symplectic
structure if there exists a symplectic form on it.
Remark 1.1.1. One equivalent description of the non-degeneracy condition on !
is that M is of even dimension, say 2n, and the top power of !, namely !n, is a
volume form on M . As a consequence, M has to be orientable. Moreover, when
M is compact, !k is a non-trivial element inH2kpMq for 0 ¤ k ¤ n. Because of this
fact, the only sphere that admits symplectic structure is S2.
For each function H P C8pMq, we may associate to it a vector field XH on M
by
dH  XH!:
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Note that XH is completely determined by the above formula because of the non-
degeneracy of !. The vector field XH is called the Hamiltonian vector field of H .
Conversely, given a smooth vector field X on M , if there exists a function H
such that X  XH , then we call X a Hamiltonian vector field and H is called the
Hamiltonian function of X . Note that the Hamiltonian function does not necessar-
ily exist for any smooth vector filed on M . If one does exist, it is only unique up
to the addition of a constant.
Let G be a compact connected Lie group acting smoothly on M . We call the
action symplectic if it preserves the symplectic form !, that is
g!  !
for all g P G.
Denote by the Lie algebra of G by g and its dual by g. The action is called a
Hamiltonian action if there exists a map
 : MÑg
such that:
(a) For each X P g, let
 X : MÑR; X : xppq; Xy, be the component of  along X ,
 X# be the vector field onM generated by the one-parameter subgroup
texpptXqt P Ru  G.
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Then
dX  X#!;
i.e., X is a Hamiltonian function for the vector field X#.
(b)  is equivariant with respect to the given G-action on M and the coadjoint
action of G on g:
pg:pq  Adgpppqq for all p PM; g P G:
The vector pM;!;G; q is then called a Hamiltonian G-space and  is called a
moment map. Note that a Hamiltonian action is necessarily symplectic.
Throughout this thesis, we will be concerned with torus actions. In this case,
the coajoint action G ýg is trivial. So the above condition (b) is simplified to
“ is G-invariant”. Moreover, the dual of the Lie algebra g of the torus can be
identified with the Euclidean space Rm, wherem is the dimension of the torus.
The action G ýM is called effective if each group element g  emoves at least
one p PM , that is, £
pPM
Gp  teu;
where Gp  tg P G
g:p  pu is the stabilizer of p.
The following proposition is a well known fact.
Proposition 1.1.2. If anm-dimensional compact torusTm acts effectively on a symplectic
manifold pM;!q of dimension 2n in a Hamiltonian fashion, thenm ¤ n.
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Whenm  n in the above proposition, we callM a toric manifold and the action
toric.
The moment map of a torus action has the following important property, usu-
ally referred to as the Convexity Theorem.
Theorem 1.1.3 (Atiyah [Ati82], Guillemin-Sternberg [GS82]). Let pM;!;Tm; q be a
compact connected Hamiltonian manifold. Then
(a) the non-empty level sets of  are connected;
(b) the image of  is the convex hull of the image of the fixed points of the action.
The image pMq of the moment map is hence called the moment polytope.
Generally, the moment polytope does not determine the Hamiltonian action,
but it does when the action is toric.
Definition 1.1.4. A Delzant polytope  in Rn is a convex polytope satisfying
 it is simple, i.e., there are n edges meeting at each vertex;
 it is rational, i.e., the edges meeting at the vertex p are rational in the sense
that each edge is of the form p  tui; t ¥ 0, where ui P Zn;
 it is smooth, i.e., for each vertex, the corresponding u1; :::; un can be chosen to
be a Z-basis of Zn.
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The smoothness condition above is equivalent to that the n primitive inward-
pointing normal vectors to the n facets containing p form a Z-basis of Zn. The
following theorem is usually referred to as Delzant Theorem.
Theorem 1.1.5 (Delzant [Del88]). Symplectic toric manifolds are classified by Delzant
polytopes. More specifically, there is the following one-to-one correspondence
tisomorphism classes of toric manifoldsu 11ÝÑ tDelzant polytopesu
pM2n; !;Tn; q ÞÑ pMq:
The inverse map involves a construction called symplectic reduction. We will
give explicit description of the inverse map in Chapter 2.
Theorem 1.1.5 is an important bridge that connects symplectic geometry with
combinatorics. Another one is the GKM theorem which we will briefly discuss in
Section 1.4.
A Delzant polytope is determined by its vertex set, which is the image of the
fixed point set. So the Delzant Theorem sayswemay recover all information about
the symplectic toric manifold pM;!;Tn; q from the fixed point set data pMTn ; q.
This is a recurring theme in symplectic geometry.
1.2 Equivariant cohomology
Let G be a finite dimensional Lie group. Denote by EG a contractible space upon
which G acts freely. Such spaces always exist. The quotient space EG{G is the
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classifying space of G and is denoted by BG.
Example 1.2.1. Identify S2k 1 with tpz1; z2; :::; zk 1q P Ck 1
 k 1¸
i1
|zi|2  1u: The unit
circle S1 acts on S2k 1 by complex multiplication on each component. We have a
natural S1-equivariant inclusion S2k1 ãÑ S2k 1 induced by
Ck ÝÑ Ck 1
pz1; :::; zkq ÞÑ pz1; :::; zk; 0q
Define S8 to be the direct limit of S1 ãÑ S3 ãÑ S5 ãÑ   . We may take S8 as ES1.
The quotient BS1  ES1{S1 is CP8.
When G  Tm  pS1qm, we may take EG  pS8qm with Tm acting diagonally
and then BG  pCP8qm, the m-fold Cartesian product of infinite dimensional
complex projective spaces.
Suppose M is a G-space and let G act on EG  M diagonally. The quotient
space, denoted by EGG M , is called the Borel construction of G ýM . The equiv-
ariant cohomology ofG ýM is defined to be the singular cohomology ofEGGM ,
denoted by HGpMq. That is,
HGpM ;Rq : HpEGG M ;Rq;
where R is a ring, the default is C in this thesis.
The Borel construction is often infinite dimensional, so the equivariant coho-
mology groups may be non-zero in infinitely many degrees. A simple and impor-
tant example is when G  Tm andM is just a single point with a trivial G action.
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Then
HTmppt;Rq  HpBTm;Rq  HppCP8qm;Rq  Rrx1; x2; :::; xms;
where xi P H2pBTm;Rq for 1 ¤ i ¤ m.
For every Tm space M , there is a projection map  : ETm Tm M Ñ BTm
making ETm Tm M a fiber bundle over BTm with fiberM . The map  induces a
map in equivariant cohomology
 : HTmppt;RqÑHTmpM ;Rq;
which gives HTmpM ;Rq an HTmppt;Rq  Rrx1; x2; :::; xms-module structure.
Equivariant cohomology of Hamiltonian manifolds has many nice properties.
Among them are the following two beautiful theorems. The first one is due to
Kirwan [Kir84] and commonly referred to as Kirwan’s injectivity theorem.
Theorem 1.2.2 (Kirwan). Let a torus T act on a compact symplectic manifold M in a
Hamiltonian fashion. Denote the fixed point set by MT and let r : MT ãÑ M be the
natural inclusion. Then the induced map in equivariant cohomology
r : HTpM ;Cq Ñ HTpMT;Cq
is an injection.
The second one is due to Kirwan [Kir84] and Ginzburg [Gin87] and is usually
called equivariant formality of Hamiltonian manifolds.
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Theorem 1.2.3. Let a torus T act on a compact symplectic manifoldM in a Hamiltonian
fashion. We have the following isomorphism
HTpM ;Cq  HpBT;Cq bC HpM ;Cq
as modules over HpBT;Cq.
1.3 Contact toric manifolds
Contact manifolds are the odd-dimensional relatives of symplectic manifolds.
This section mostly follows [Ler03a].
Assume M is a manifold of dimension 2n  1. Let  be a 1-form on M that is
nowhere zero and let   TM be the field of hyperplanes defined by   ker.
If  ^ pdqn1 is a volume form on M , we call  is a (co-oriented) contact structure
onM and  is called a contact form onM . We call pM; ; q a (co-oriented) contact
manifold.
The condition that  ^ pdqn1 being a volume form onM is equivalent to d
being nondegenerate on . So  gives an orientation on , that is, the orientation
which makes pdqn1 a positive volume form.
For any positive function f on M, we have kerpfq  ker   and we view
pM; ; q and pM; ; fq as the same contact manifolds.
In this thesis, whenever we say “contact manifold”, we always mean compact
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connected co-oriented contact manifold.
A contactomorphism is diffeomorphism g of a contact manifold pM; ; q which
preserves the co-oriented contact structure, i.e.,
g  
and g preserves orientation of , or equivalently
g  f
for some positive function f onM .
A group actionG ýpM; ; q is called a contact action if each elementG induces
a contactomorphism. We may assume the contact form  is G-invariant.
Assume G ýpM; ; q is a contact action preserving . The cotangent bundle
T M has a natural symplectic structure. The G action on M is lifted to an action
T M and this action is Hamiltonian. Define a subbundle    T M by
   tpp; bpq P T M
p PM; b ¡ 0u;
where p is the value of  at p.
The canonical symplectic form is again symplectic when restricting to  .
Moreover, because G preserves , the G action on T M restricts to an action on
 . This makes   a (non-compact) Hamiltonian G-manifold. It is diffeomorphic
toM  R. We call   the symplectization ofM .
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The moment map  : T MÑg for the G ýT M is defined by
xpp; q; Xy  x;X#ppqy;
where X# be the vector field on M generated by the one-parameter subgroup
texpptXqt P Ru  G.
If we restrict  to  , we get 	  |  :  Ñg and this is called the contact
moment map for G ýpM; ; q. We let
	  	  ;
and call it the -moment map. In other words, 	 : MÑg is defined by
x	ppq; Xy  ppX#ppqq
for all p PM and X in the Lie algebra g of G.
Note that contact moment map is determined by the contact structure, while
-moment map also depends on the contact form .
Analogous to the symplectic case, a contact torus action Tm ýpM; ; q is
called toric if it is effective and m  n  dimM   1
2
. We call M a contact
toric manifold. The full classification of contact toric manifold is given by Ler-
man [Ler03a]. Themost interesting case is when dimM ¥ 5 and the torus action is
not free. In this case, they are fully classified by the good coneswhich can be viewed
as an analogue to the Delzant polytopes. Precise definition of good cones will be
given in Chapter 2. The main theorem of Chapter 2, Theorem 2.5.43, computes the
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cohomology ring of a contact toric manifold in terms of the combinatorial data of
the associated good cone.
1.4 Hamiltonian GKMmanifolds
Unless stated otherwise, the manifolds in this section are always assumed to be
compact and connected.
Every Hamiltonian manifold pM;!;T; q has a T-invariant almost complex
structure and the space of such structures is contractible, so the weights of the
isotropy representation of T on TpM at each fixed point p is well-defined.
The Hamiltonian manifold pM;!;T; q is called GKM if
 MT consists of isolated fixed points tp1; p2; :::; pmu;
 For every p PMT, the weights
i;p P t; i  1; :::; d  dimM
2
;
of the isotropy representation of T on TpM are pairwise linearly indepen-
dent.
Denote by M1 the set of points in M whose isotropy group is T or a
codimension-1 (not necessarily connected) torus. Then the GKM condition im-
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plies thatM1zMT can be written as the disjoint union of connected components§
i
Xi;
where each connected componentXi is homeomorphic to S2ztnorth pole, south poleu
and the closure of Xi is homeomorphic to S2.
Given pM;!;Tn; q a Hamiltonian GKM manifold, define its GKM graph   
pV;Eq by
 V MT, and
 Any two vertices p1 and p2 are incident if and only if there exists a
codimension-1 subtorusK of T such that p1 and p2 are in the same connected
component ofMK . Such a connected component is one of the S2’s described
above.
Note that the moment map  : M Ñ t  Rn induced a map from V to Rn by
restriction. This map is also denoted by . When we talk about a GKM graph, we
always think of it as a triple pV;E;  : V Ñ Rnq. For later use, we define a map
 : E Ñ Crx1; :::; xns1;
where Crx1; :::; xns1 stands for the set of non-zero homogeneous linear polyno-
mials in x1; :::; xn, by peijq  ppviq  pvjqq  px1; x2; :::; xnq. In other words, if
pviq  pp1; p2; :::; pnq and pvjq  pq1; q2; :::; qnq, then
peijq  pp1  q1qx1   pp2  q2qx2        ppn  qnqxn:
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The map  is only well-defined up to sign, but this is sufficient for our purpose.
The second one of the GKM conditions can now be translated into “peijq and
peikq are linearly independent for j  k”.
The equivariant cohomology of Hamiltonian GKM manifolds can be easily
computed from the combinatorial data of the GKM graph by the following the-
orem of Goresky, Kottwitz and MacPherson [GKM97], which we will refer to as
the GKM Theorem from now on.
Theorem 1.4.1 ([GKM97]). Assume pM;!;Tn; q is a Hamiltonian GKMmanifold with
GKM graph    pV;Eq and  : EÑCrx1; :::; xns1 is induced by  as defined above. Then
we have the following isomorphism
HTnpM ;Cq 
#
pf1; f2; :::; f|V |q P
|V |à
i1
Crx1; :::; xns
peijqpfi  fjq for all eij P E
+
as HpBTn;Cq  Crx1; :::; xns-algebras.
The right-hand side of the isomorphism can be defined for any p ; q pair. We
call it the (equivariant) graph cohomology of p ; q and denote it by HTnp ; q. The
GKM Theorem may be restated in this language as that the equivariant cohomol-
ogy of the manifold is isomorphic to the (equivariant) graph cohomology of its
GKM graph.
The original version of GKM theorem applies in more general circumstances.
But this version here is sufficient for us and is the most convenient to use in the
context of this thesis.
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Combining the GKM Theorem with the equivariant formality of Hamiltonian
manifolds, Theorem 1.2.3, we can compute the ordinary cohomology of Hamilto-
nian GKMmanifolds.
Corollary 1.4.2. With the same setup as Theorem 1.4.1, let I  HTnp ; q be the ideal
generated by
tpxi; xi; :::; xiq
1 ¤ i ¤ nu:
Then HpM ;Cq  HTnp ; q{I as vector spaces, and the isomorphism preserves grad-
ings.
In Chapter 3, we will use the above corollary and some combinatorial tech-
niques developed there to prove the following result, which will be restated as
Theorem 3.5.1.
Theorem 1.4.3. If M is a 2d-dimensional compact connected Hamiltonian GKM mani-
fold whose moment map is in general position (we will make this precise in Chapter 3), we
have 2pMq  2d2pMq ¤ m 2
d 1 , where ipMq is the i-th Betti number ofM andm is
the sum of all Betti numbers.
In low dimensions, this theorem implies a weak version of the Hard Lefschetz
Property.
Corollary 1.4.4. If M is an 8 or 10-dimensional compact connected Hamiltonian GKM
manifold whose moment map is in general position, thenM has nondecreasing even Betti
numbers up to half dimension: 0pMq ¤ 2pMq ¤ 4pMq.
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CHAPTER 2
COHOMOLOGY OF CONTACT TORIC MANIFOLDS
2.1 Introduction
A contact toric manifold of dimension p2n  1q is a compact connected p2n  1q-
dimensional contact manifold equipped with an effective Hamiltonian Tn-action.
Motivated by the work of Banyaga and Molino [BM91],[BM96],[Ban99], and of
Boyer and Galicki [BG00], Lerman [Ler03a] gave a classification of contact toric
manifolds. According to Lerman’s theorem, when n ¥ 3 and the torus action
is not free, contact toric manifolds are classified by their moment cones, which by
definition are the union of toriginu and the moment map image of their symplec-
tizations. These moment cones are all “good cones”.
Definition 2.1.1. A good cone in Rn is a rational polyhedral cone given by
(2.1.2) C 
m£
i1
tx P Rn : xx; viy ¥ 0u;
where Fi  tx P Rn : xx; viy  0u is a facet of C and vi P Zn is the inward-pointing
primitive normal vector to Fi. In addition, this cone must satisfy:
(i) For 0   l   n, each codimension l face F of C is contained in exactly l facets:
F  Fi1 X Fi2 X    X Fil ;
and
(ii) The Z-module generated by vi1 ; :::; vil is a direct summand of Zn of rank l.
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Definition 2.1.3. A contact toric manifold M is called a good contact toric manifold
if dimM ¡ 3 and the moment cone ofM is a strictly convex good cone.
Remark 2.1.4. When the moment cone is not strictly convex, the construction of a
contact toric manifold with the given moment cone can be found in the proof of
Proposition 4.7 in [LS02]. It is topologically Tk  Sk 2l1.
We introduced the equivariant cohomology of a point with a trivial torus ac-
tion in Section 1.2. It is particularly important for this chapter of the thesis. Let Tm
be connectedm-dimensional torus acting trivially on a point. The Borel construc-
tion of the point ETmTm pt  ETm{Tm is the classifying space of Tm, denoted by
BTm. If we use pS8qm as the model for ETm, then BTm is the product ofm copies
of CP8. The equivariant cohomology of a point is thus a polynomial ring withm
variables, i.e,
(2.1.5) HTmppt;Zq  Zrx1; x2; :::; xms;
where xi P H2Tmppt;Zq.
The variable xi is the first Chern class of the fiber bundle
(2.1.6) ETm Tm CÑ ETm Tm pt;
where in the total space, Tm acts on C with weight p0; 0; :::; 1; :::; 0q, where the 1
is in the ith position.
The generators for the various cohomology rings in this chapter will always be
the images of these xi’s under certain maps.
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It is not hard to see that equivariant cohomology is an equivariant homeomor-
phism invariant. In this chapter, we are concerned with equivariant and ordinary
cohomology rings. Since both of these are equivariant homeomorphism invari-
ants, two Tn-spaces that are equivariantly homeomorphic are considered as iden-
tical spaces. Because of this, we may exploit an idea of Davis and Januskiewicz in
[DJ91], where they define a topological counterpart for toric manifolds and com-
pute the corresponding cohomology rings.
In Section 2.2, we imitate the construction given in [DJ91] to define several
topological spaces with torus actions, using combinatorial methods. These spaces
will be shown in later sections to be equivariantly homeomorphic to toric sym-
plectic cones, good contact toric manifolds and symplectic toric manifolds respec-
tively.
In Section 2.3, exploiting the techniques in [DJ91] with some modification, we
compute the equivariant cohomology of a good contact toric manifold. The main
theorem is Theorem 2.3.33.
In Section 2.4, we collect some facts about symplectic toric manifolds and set
up some notation for Section 2.5.
In Section 2.5, we compute the ordinary cohomology of a good contact toric
manifold. The work in this section is not carried out in full generality. We must
first assume C0, the cone minus the origin, is contained in the upper half space
(2.1.7) URn  tpx1; :::; xnq P Rn : xn ¡ 0u:
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We will show that this assumption will not cause any loss of generality.
The intersection of C with the hyperplane
(2.1.8) H  tpx1; :::; xnq P Rn : xn  1u
is a simple rational convex polytope. We denote it by P . Assume vi 
pvi1; vi2; :::; vinq is the primitive inward-pointing normal vector to Fi, the ith facet
of the cone. We need to impose the following criterion on C.
Smoothness Criterion: The polytope P is a Delzant polytope in H , and the
vector pvi1; vi2; :::; vi;n1q is primitive in Zn1 for all i.
This hypothesis is where the generality is lost. We call this a smoothness cri-
terion, since a Delzant polytope is by definition a smooth simple rational convex
polytope. We make this hypothesis so we do not need to deal with orbi-bundles
over orbifolds.
Under this smoothness criterion, we show that M , a good contact toric mani-
fold, is a principal S1-bundle over a symplectic toric manifold N . Then using the
Gysin sequence of the S1-bundle, we compute the ordinary cohomology group of
M and also show how to take the product of any two even degree cohomology
classes, and the product of one even degree cohomology class and one odd degree
cohomology class. This is Theorem 2.5.43. Then by relating the Euler class of the
S1-bundle to the symplectic form on N and using the Hard Lefschetz Theorem,
we show that the odd degree cohomology of M vanishes in degree lower than
half, and hence show the product of any two odd degree cohomology classes of
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M is zero for dimension reasons. This is Theorem 2.5.48.
Finally in the Appendix, we give several equivalent descriptions of the gener-
ators of the cohomology ring of a symplectic toric manifold.
Some of the geometric computations we describe in this chapter have been
computed in a more algebraic fashion by other authors. The virtue of our com-
putation is that it is more explicit and geometric. Moreover, the geometry allows
us to use the Hard Lefschetz Theorem on symplectic toric manifold to deduce
Theorem 5.15. The consequent vanishing of certain Betti numbers is much more
obscure in the existing algebraic description of the cohomology ring. The integral
equivariant cohomology ring of a general smooth toric variety, which includes the
symplectization of good contact toric manifolds, was identified with the Stanley-
Reisner ring earlier by Franz [Fra06, Sec. 3] with a different proof from our proof of
Theorem 2.3.33. In Theorem 1.2 of the same paper of Franz, he got an expression
of the integral ordinary cohomology of a smooth toric variety in terms of Tor mod-
ules. The ordinary cohomology ring of the quotient of a moment-angle complex,
which includes the case we consider in Section 2.5, was expressed also using Tor
modules in [BP02, Thm.7.37]. To relate the description in Theorem 2.5.43 in this
chapter to the results of [Fra06] and [BP02], an algebraic argument is presented
in [SLM12].
A remark on notations: If a group G acts on two spaces X and Y , we use
X G Y and pX  Y q{G interchangeably to denote the quotient space of X  Y
under the diagonal G action. And we will use rx; ys to denote the element of
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XGY that is the equivalence class of px; yq P XY , so rgx; gys  rx; ys, for g P G.
2.2 Basic definitions, constructions and examples
A 2n dimensional symplectic toric manifold is a compact connected symplectic man-
ifold equipped with an effective Hamiltonian action of an n-torus Tn. Delzant
showed in [Del88] that these geometric objects are classified by their moment im-
age, which is a simple rational smooth polytope, called a Delzant polytope in the
symplectic literature. More information about symplectic toric manifolds may be
found in Chapter 28 of [dS01].
The analogous result for contact toric manifolds was given by Lerman in
[Ler03a], where he showed that a large class of contact toric manifolds are clas-
sified by good cones, defined in Definition 2.1.1.
The full classification theorem of contact toric manifolds is Theorem 2.18 in
[Ler03a]. The terminology good contact toric manifold, which is defined in Defini-
tion 2.1.3, used in this chapter belongs to the case (4) in Lerman’s classification
theorem. It is actually a proper subcase, since here we also require the moment
cone to be strictly convex. All other cases are topologically simple.
A toric symplectic cone is the symplectization of a contact toric manifold. Toric
symplectic cones and contact toric manifolds are in one-to-one correspondence.
There is more information about symplectic cones in [Ler03b] and [AM10]. We
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will review the method to obtain toric symplectic cones and contact toric mani-
folds from strictly convex good cones in Section 2.3.
The Delzant polytope, which is the moment image of symplectic toric mani-
fold, is in fact the orbit space of the Tn action, and the moment map is just the
point-to-orbit map. Using the ideas of [DJ91], with simple combinatorial meth-
ods we can construct manifolds that are Tn-equivariantly homeomorphic to sym-
plectic toric manifolds. The constructions we describe below are a variation and
generalization of those in [DJ91].
We let P (or C0) be a simple convex polytope (or a strictly convex good cone
minus the origin) in Rn. The set of facets of P (or C0) is denoted F , and we write
Fi for the ith facet. A characteristic map is a map
 : F Ñ Zl
where Zl is the integral lattice inRl. Here l and n are not necessarily equal. Denote
pFiq by i.
Every finite subset U of Zl determines a subgroup of Tl generated by
tpeiu1; eiu2; :::; eiulq P Tl :  P R; pu1; :::; ulq P Uu
It is in fact a closed subgroup. For every point p in P (or C0), denote by Sp the
subgroup of Tl determined by vectors
ti : p P Fiu:
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Define an equivalence relation  on
T l  P by:
(2.2.1) pg; pqph; qq ô p  q; and g1h P Sp :
We say  is the equivalence relation determined by . Let p denote Sp , and P 
denote the quotient space pTlP q{. With the quotient topology and the Tl action
on the first coordinate by multiplication, P  is in the category of Tl-topological
spaces.
We now give three fundamental examples which will be heavily used through-
out the chapter.
Example 2.2.2. Let
(2.2.3) C 
m£
i1
tx P Rn : xx; viy ¥ 0u
be a strictly convex good cone inRn. The vector vi is the inward-pointing primitive
normal vector to Fi. We assume the equations are minimal; that is, removing any
one of the equations will give a different set. We will always assume that the
equations used to define convex polytopes or cones are minimal. We let C0 
Cztoriginu. We set l  n and define a characteristic map  by pFiq  vi. We
denote by the equivalence relation onTnC0 determined by . ThenC0  pTn
C0q{, with Tn acting on the first coordinate bymultiplication, is Tn-equivariantly
homeomorphic to a toric symplectic cone. This claimwill be proved in Section 2.3.
Example 2.2.4. For C as in the previous example, it is a cone over a simple convex
polytope P (such P obviously exists, we will not specify it as the particular choice
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of it does not matter). Notice that the facets of P are in one-to-one correspondence
with those of C0. We let ~Fi denote the facet of P contained in Fi. We may define a
characteristic map as in Example 2.2.2 by sending ~Fi to vi. By abuse of notation,we
still call this map  and denote by  the equivalence relation on pTn  P q deter-
mined by . We emphasize that i  p ~Fiq is the normal vector to Fi, not to ~Fi in
P . Then P   pTnP q{, with Tn acting on the first coordinate by multiplication,
is Tn-equivariantly homeomorphic to the contact toric manifold M associated to
C. The space C0 in the previous example is the symplectization ofM  P . These
claims will be proved in Section 2.3.
The last example is related to the polytope P itself, without reference to the
cone C.
Example 2.2.5. Let P be a Delzant polytope, i.e. a convex simple rational smooth
polytope, in Rk given by
(2.2.6) P 
m£
i1
tx P Rk : xx; ~viy ¥ iu:
The equations are again assumed to be minimal, as in Example 2.2.2. We de-
note the ith facet by ~Fi. Then ~vi is the inward-pointing primitive normal vec-
tor to the facet ~Fi. We set l  k and define a characteristic map ~ by setting
~p ~Fiq  ~vi. Denote by ~ the equivalence relation on Tk  P determined by ~.
Then P ~  pTk P q{ ~, with Tk acting on the first coordinate by multiplication, is
Tk-equivariantly homeomorphic to the symplectic toric manifold associated to P .
This will be restated in Section 2.4.
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Notice the subtle difference between P  and P ~. Their relation is crucial in this
chapter.
2.3 Equivariant cohomology of good contact toric manifolds
In this section, we imitate the computation of the equivariant cohomology of a
symplectic toric manifold given in [DJ91] to compute the equivariant cohomology
of a good contact toric manifold.
Remark 2.3.1. In their paper [DJ91], Davis and Januszkiewicz defined a class of
manifolds equippedwith torus actionwhich they called toric manifolds, now called
quasitoric manifolds, and computed their equivariant and ordinary cohomology
rings. The cohomology ring of symplectic toric manifolds is a particular exam-
ple of the cohomology ring of a quasitoric manifold. Quasitoric manifolds are
a strictly larger class than symplectic toric manifolds. More information may be
found in [GP]. Constructions in [DJ91] were later generalized to orbifolds in [PS].
We begin with a brief review of the construction of a toric symplectic cone from
a strictly convex good cone given in Lemma 6.4 in [Ler03a]. Let the cone be as in
Example 2.2.2:
(2.3.2) C 
m£
i1
tx P Rn : xx; viy ¥ 0u
Define a map
(2.3.3) Z : Zm Ñ Zn
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by sending the ith standard basis vector ei of Zm to vi. This induces a map
(2.3.4) R : Rm Ñ Rn
by tensoring with R. We then get a map
(2.3.5) T : Tm  Rm{Zm Ñ Tk  Rn{Zn
The subscripts Z;R;Tmay be omitted when it will not cause confusion.
Let K  kerpTq. Then we have a short exact sequence of groups
(2.3.6) 1 //K i // Tm T // Tn // 1:
This induces maps between Lie algebras
(2.3.7) 0 // k
i // tm
 // tn // 0;
with dual maps between the duals of the Lie algebras
(2.3.8) 0 koo ptmqioo ptnqoo 0:oo
Let u : Cm Ñ ptmq be defined by
(2.3.9) upz1; :::; zmq  p|z1|2; :::; |zm|2q:
Lerman showed in [Ler03a] that
(2.3.10) S  ppi  uq1p0qzt0uq{K
is the toric symplectic cone associated to C.
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The standard action of Tm on Cm restricts to a Tm-action on pi  uq1p0qzt0u,
and hence a K-action on pi  uq1p0qzt0u. It induces a Tn  Tm{K action on
S  ppi  uq1p0qzt0uq{K.
In other words, the action of tn P Tn on S is induced by the standard action
of any element in 1ptnq on pi  uq1p0qzt0u. This action is Hamiltonian with
moment map
 : S Ñ ptnq(2.3.11)
rz1; :::; zms ÞÑ pq1pupz1; :::; zmqq;(2.3.12)
using that  is injective. The image of  is C0  Czt0u according to [Ler03a]. It is
not hard to see from the construction that C0 is the orbit space of the Tn action on
S.
Now we are ready to prove the claim made in Example 2.2.2 as follows.
Proposition 2.3.13. With the same notation as in Example 2.2.2, C0 is Tn-equivariantly
homeomorphic to S, the symplectic toric cone associated with C.
Proof. If we restrict the domain of u defined in (2.3.9) to
(2.3.14) pRmq   tpz1; :::; zmq P Cm : zi P R¥0;@iu;
it is a homeomorphism onto its image. Call this restriction map u0.
Now define a map
(2.3.15) 0 : Tn  C0 Ñ S
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by:
ptn; pq ÞÑ tn:ru10 pppqqs
We note that ppq P pRmq  because of the defining equations for C. Thus,
u10 pppqq is well-defined, and it is straightforward to check that
u10 pppqq P pi  uq1p0qzt0u:
We let ru10 pppqqs P S be the equivalence class of u10 pppqq. Finally, tn P Tn acts
on S as noted earlier.
This map 0 is a continuous. It is also surjective because C0 is the orbit space
of the Tn-action on S.
According to Lemma 2.3.17, which will be stated and proved right after this
proposition, 0 induces a bijective map
(2.3.16)  : pTn  C0q{Ñ S
The inverse of this map is also continuous since  is an open map. Finally,  is
obviously Tn-equivariant.
Lemma 2.3.17. The stabilizer of ru10 pppqqs P S is p ¤ Tn.
Proof. For simplicity andwithout loss of generality, wemay assume that the facets
that contain p are exactly F1; :::; Fj . Thus, the coordinates of ppq that are zero are
exactly the first j coordinates. Consequently, the stabilizer of ru10 pppqqsmust be
tT pei1 ; ei2 ; :::; eij ; 1; 1; :::; 1q : 1; :::; j P Ru:
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This is precisely p.
A few more lines will prove the claims made in Example 2.2.4.
Proposition 2.3.18. LetM denote the good contact toric manifold associated to C. With
the same notation as in Example 2.2.4, P  is Tn-equivariantly homeomorphic toM .
Proof. By definition, the symplectic cone S is the symplectization ofM . Topolog-
ically, S  M  R. The map  defined in (2.3.11) is proportional on the second
coordinate.
For each q PM , there is a unique x  xpqq P R, such that
pq; xpqqq P P:
Notice that P   pTn  P q{ is a subset of pTn  C0q{, so pTn  P q{ is Tn-
equivariantly homeomorphic to its image under  as defined in (2.3.16). This is
precisely the pre-image of P under , which is
tpq; xpqqq P S M  R : q PMu:
This is clearly Tn-equivariantly homeomorphic toM .
We now compute the Tn-equivariant cohomology ofM , or equivalently, of P .
Recall that C is a cone over P . We continue to let  denote the characteristic map
defined in Example 2.2.4. Suppose vi  pvi1; vi2; :::; vinq. Let ~F be the set of facets
of P , andm  | ~F |, the number of facets. Define a characteristic map
(2.3.19)  : ~F Ñ Zm
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by sending ~Fi to ei, the ith standard basis vector of Zm. Denote by 
 the equiva-
lence relation on Tm  P determined by . This space P   pTm  P q{
 was first
defined in [DJ91].
Lemma 2.3.20. P  is a fiber bundle over P  with fiberK, whereK was defined in (2.3.6).
Proof. The group K acts naturally on P   pTm  P q{
 by multiplication on the
first coordinate. Since C is a good cone, K X 
p  1 for every p P P . Thus the K
action on P  is free. The orbit space is exactly P   pTn  P q{. The projection
from the total space to the orbit space is given by the natural map
1 : P   pTm  P q{
 Ñ P   pTn  P q{
rtm; ps ÞÑ rT ptmq; ps:
The torus K may be disconnected. Denote by K0 the connected component of
K containing the identity.
Lemma 2.3.21. There exists a group homomorphism r : Tm Ñ K0, satisfying r  i|K0 
idK0 , where idK0 denotes the identity map on K0 and i is the inclusion of K into Tm as
defined in (2.3.6).
Proof. Consider the maps
0 // kerpZq j // Zm Z // Zn ;
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where Z is defined in (2.3.3) and j is the inclusion map. As a subgroup of the free
abelian group Zm, kerpZq is also a free abelian group. So with suitably chosen
basis, the map j looks like an inclusion
b1Z` b2Z`    ` bkZ ãÑ Z` Z`   Z` Zmk:
But notice that for every x P Zm and every t P Zzt0u,
x P kerpZq ô tx P kerpZq:
So all of the bi must be 1. This means kerpZq is a direct summand of Zm, so there
is a group homomorphism
(2.3.22) r0 : Zm Ñ kerpZq;
such that
r0  j  idkerpZq:
This r0 induces a map
(2.3.23) r : Tm Ñ K0
that satisfies the requirement of the lemma.
Using Lemma 2.3.21, we can define an action of Tm on EK0  ETn by first
sending tm P Tm to prptmq; ptmqq P K0  Tn, then using diagonal action of this
element on EK0  ETn.
Lemma 2.3.24. The space pEK0  ETnq Tm ppTm  P q{
q is a fiber bundle over
ETn Tn ppTn  P q{q with fiber EK0. Thus these two spaces are homotopy equivalent.
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Proof. Define the projection map by
rx; y; rt; pss ÞÑ ry; rptq; pss;
where x P EK0, y P ETn, t P Tm, p P P . The square brackets r s are used whenever
there is a equivalence relation involved.
It is easily shown that the map is well-defined. As for the fiber, pick any point
ry0; rtn; pss in the base space, with y0 P ETn, tn P Tn, p P P . Assume rx; y; rt; pss is
in the pre-image, then
ry; rptq; pss  ry0; rtn; pss:
So there exists s P Tn such that
sy  y0; and
rs  ptq; ps  rtn; ps:
Since T is surjective, so there is an s1 P Tm such that ps1q  s. Then
rx; y; rt; pss  rrps1qx; ps1qy; rs1t; pss  rrps1qx; y0; rs1t; pss; and
1rps1tq; ps  rps1qptq; ps  rs  ptq; ps  rtn; ps;
where 1 is defined in Lemma 2.3.20.
This means when considering the fiber over ry0; rtn; pss, we only need to use
representatives of the form rx; y0; rt; pss;where y0 is fixed, and 1rt; ps  rtn; ps.
By Lemma 2.3.20, we know that the set of points rt; ps P P  that satisfy 1rt; ps 
rtn; ps is homeomorphic to K. The elements in Tm that fix y0 are K. So the fiber
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over ry; rtn; pss is homeomorphic to pEK0Kq{K, which is homeomorphic toEK0
via the map
rx; ks ÞÑ rpkq1x;
noticing that K acts on EK0 by first mapping k P K to rpkq P K0, then applying
rpkq to EK0.
Notice that the cohomology of ETn Tn ppTn  P q{q is exactly what we want
to compute: HTnpM ;Zq.
Davis and Januskiewicz computedHTmpP ;Zq  HpETmTmppTmP q{
q;Zq
in [DJ91]. More details can be found in [DJ91, 434-436]. So the remaining task is
to compare the two spaces
pEK0  ETnq Tm ppTm  P q{
q
and
ETm Tm ppTm  P q{
q:
Lemma 2.3.25. The two spaces
(2.3.26) pEK0  ETnq Tm ppTm  P q{
q
and
(2.3.27) ETm Tm ppTm  P q{
q
are homotopy equivalent.
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Proof. LetW  EK0ETnETm. An element tm P Tm acts onW by the diagonal
action of prptmq; ptmq; tmq.
The projection
(2.3.28) p1 : W Tm pTm  P q{
Ñ ETm Tm pTm  P q{

is a fiber bundle with fiber EK0  ETn, which is contractible, so
(2.3.29) W Tm pTm  P q{
 h:e: ETm Tm pTm  P q{
;
where h:e: stands for ‘homotopy equivalent’.
Suppose tm P Tm. If tm R K, then ptmq  1, so tm acts on EK0  ETn with no
fixed points. If tm R 
p for any p P P , then tm acts on pTm  P q{
 with no fixed
points. SinceKX
p  1 for all p P P , the diagonal action of Tm on pEK0ETnq
pTm  P q{
 is free.
So the projection
(2.3.30) p2 : W Tm pTm  P q{
Ñ pEK0  ETnq Tm pTm  P q{

is a fiber bundle with fiber ETm. So
(2.3.31) W Tm pTm  P q{
 h:e: pEK0  ETnq Tm pTm  P q{
:
Combining (2.3.29) and (2.3.31) completes the proof.
Definition 2.3.32. Define I to be the ideal of Zrxi; x2; :::; xms or Qrxi; x2; :::; xms
generated by monomials #
xi1xi2   xil :
l£
j1
Fij  H
+
:
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The coefficients used will be clear in context.
Theorem 2.3.33. If M is the contact toric manifold associated with the strictly convex
good cone
C 
m£
i1
tx P ptnq  Rn : xx; viy ¥ 0u
then
HTnpM ;Zq  Zrx1; :::; xms{I;
where xi P H2TnpM ;Zq.
Proof. According to Lemma 2.3.24,
HTnpM ;Zq  HpETn Tn P ;Zq  HppEK0  ETnq Tm P ;Zq
According to Lemma 2.3.25, they are equal to
HTmpP ;Zq:
Then Theorem 2.3.33 follows from Theorem 4.8 in [DJ91].
Corollary 2.3.34. For a good contact toric manifoldM , we have H1pM ;Zq  0.
Proof. Consider the spectral sequence of the fiber bundle
(2.3.35) M ãÑ ETn Tn M Ñ BTn
If E0;12  H1pM ;Zq has torsion, it will be in the kernel of
(2.3.36) d2 : E
0;1
2 Ñ E2;02
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since E2;02  H2pBTn;Zq  Zn is free. So the torsion part will live to E0;18 . Thus
H1pETn Tn M ;Zq will have torsion and contradicts Theorem 2.3.33, from which
it easily follows that H1pETn Tn M ;Zq  0. So H1pM ;Zq is torsion-free.
Theorem 1.1 in [Ler04] tells us that 1pMq is a finite group. So H1pM ;Zq is
finite, and H1pM ;Zq has no free part.
Thus, we may conclude that H1pM ;Zq  0.
2.4 Cohomology and equivariant cohomology of symplectic toric
manifolds
In this section, we recall some old construction and facts about symplectic mani-
folds. This will help to set up notations for Section 2.5. In Section 2.5, we will take
k  n 1.
First we will briefly recall the classical Delzant construction of a symplectic
toric maniifold. Let the convex Delzant polytope be as in (2.2.6):
(2.4.1) P 
m£
i1
tx P Rk : xx; ~viy ¥ iu:
Then define a map
(2.4.2) Z : Zm Ñ Zk
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by sending the ith standard basis vector ei of Zm to ~vi. This induces a map
(2.4.3) R : Rm Ñ Rk
by tensoring with R. We then get a map
(2.4.4) T : Tm  Rm{Zm Ñ Tk  Rk{Zk
The subscripts Z;R;Twill be omitted sometimes when it will not cause confusion.
Letting K  kerpTq, we have a short exact sequence of groups
(2.4.5) 1 // K i // Tm T // Tk // 1:
This induces maps on Lie algebras
(2.4.6) 0 // k
i // tm
 // tk // 0;
and maps on the duals of Lie algebras
(2.4.7) 0 koo ptmqioo ptkqoo 0:oo
Let u : Cm Ñ ptmq be defined by
(2.4.8) upz1; :::; zmq  p|z1|2; :::; |zm|2q
Then
(2.4.9) N  ppi  uq1pipqqq{K
is the symplectic toric manifold associated to the polytope P , where  
p1; :::; mq P Rm  ptmq.
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The standard action of Tm on Cm restricts to a Tm-action on pi  uq1pipqq,
and hence a K-action on pi  uq1pipqq. It induces a Tk  Tm{K action on
N  ppi  uq1pipqqq{K.
In other words, the action of tk P Tk on N is induced by the standard action
of any element in 1ptkq on pi  uq1pipqq. This action is Hamiltonian with
moment map
 : N Ñ ptkq(2.4.10)
rz1; :::; zms ÞÑ pq1pupz1; :::; zmq   q;(2.4.11)
using that  is injective. The image of  is P . It is easy to check from the con-
struction that P is the orbit space of the Tk-action on N .
Following the same line as Proposition 2.3.18, we have the following.
Proposition 2.4.12. With the same notation as in Example 2.2.5, P ~ is Tk-equivariantly
homeomorphic to N , the symplectic manifold associated to P .
The following diagram was used in [DJ91] to compute HpN ;Zq  HppTk 
P q{ ~;Zq.
(2.4.13) N
f1 // ETk Tk N ETm Tm ppTm  P q{
qf2oo f3 // ETm Tm pt :
In this diagram, ETm is taken to be EK ETk. SinceK is connected, there is a
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map r : Tm Ñ K, such that r|K is identity map. A group element tm P Tm acts on
ETm  EK  ETk via the diagonal action of prptmq; ptmqq.
The map f1 is inclusion of fiber, f3 is the projection onto the first factor. The
map f2 is given by rpx; yq; rtm; pss ÞÑ ry; rptmq; pss, where x P EK; y P ETk; tm P
Tm; p P P .
Theorem 2.4.14. [DJ91] Taking cohomology of diagram (2.4.13) allows us to compute
the equivariant cohomology of the symplectic toric manifold
(2.4.15) HTkpN ;Zq  HpETk Tk pTk  P q{ ~q;Zq  Zrx1; x2; :::; xms{I ;
where xi P H2TkpN ;Zq, 1 ¤ i ¤ m, are images of generators ofHpETm Tm pt;Zq. And
the ideal I was defined in Definition 2.3.32.
Definition 2.4.16. Suppose ~vj  pvj1; vj2; :::; vjkq, for 1 ¤ j ¤ m. Let
(2.4.17) Ji 
m¸
j1
vjixj;
for 1 ¤ i ¤ k. We define
(2.4.18) J  xJ1; J2; :::; Jky
to be the ideal in Qrx1; x2; :::; xms generated by the linear terms tJ1; J2; :::; Jku.
Theorem 2.4.19. [DJ91] Taking cohomology of diagram (2.4.13) allows us to compute
the singular cohomology of symplectic toric manifold.
(2.4.20) HpN ;Zq  Zrx1; x2; :::; xms{xI;J y;
where xi P H2pN ;Zq, for 1 ¤ i ¤ m.
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If we denote by Tr the subgroup of Tk  pS1qk that is the last r copies of
S1, then the Tk action on N restricts to a Tr action on N . We may compute the
Tr-equivariant cohomology of N as an easy corollary of the Theorem 2.4.14 and
Theorem 2.4.19.
Corollary 2.4.21. HTrpN ;Zq  Zrx1; x2; :::; xms{xI; J1; J2; :::; Jkry
Proof. The spectral sequence of the singular cohomology with Z coefficients of the
fiber bundle
N ãÑ ETr Tr N Ñ BTr
degenerates at the E2 term, since both N and BTr have cohomology only in even
degrees. Thus ETr Tr N also has cohomology only in even degrees.
Denote by Tkr the subgroup of Tk that is the product of the first k  r copies
of S1 in Tk  pS1qk.
We complete the proof by applying the argument in Theorem 4.14 in [DJ91] to
the fiber bundle
ETr Tr N ãÑ ETkr Tkr pETr Tr Nq Ñ BTkr
and also noticing that ETkr Tkr pETr Tr Nq  ETk Tk N .
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2.5 The singular cohomology of good contact toric manifolds
Given a strictly convex good cone
(2.5.1) C 
m£
i1
tx P Rn : xx; viy ¥ 0u;
there is a good contact toric manifoldM associated to it. As we proved in Propo-
sition 2.3.18, M is Tn-equivariantly homeomorphic to P , which was defined in
Example 2.2.4.
To make computations easier, we first move C0  Czt~0u into the upper half
space URn  tpx1; x2; :::; xnq P Rn : xn ¡ 0u using a transformation in SLpn;Zq,
where SLpn;Zq is naturally included into SLpn;Rq as a subgroup. We will show
in Proposition 2.5.4 that we can always do this. This will not change the homeo-
morphism type of the good contact toric manifolds associated to the cone.
Remark 2.5.2. The good contact toric manifolds associated to two cones that differ
by a transformation in SLpn;Zq are contactomorphic. This fact was not stated in
[Ler03a], but it easily follows from the classification theorem there.
Lemma 2.5.3. The following conditions are equivalent:
1. C0  URn,where URn stands for the ‘upper half space’: tpx1; x2; :::; xnq P Rn :
xn ¡ 0u:
2. p0; 0; :::; 0; 1q P pC_q, where C_  ty P Rn : xy; xy ¥ 0; @x P Cu, and pC_q is
its interior ty P Rn : xy; xy ¡ 0;@x P C0u.
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3. p0; 0; :::; 0; 1q can be expressed as a linear combination of tvi; 1 ¤ i ¤ mu with
positive coefficients.
Proof. Denote p0; 0; :::; 0; 1q by ~a.
(1)ñ(2): For any x P C0; x~a; xy  xn ¡ 0.
(2)ñ(3): The dual cone C_ is spanned by rays along v1; v2; :::; vm. So any vector
in the interior of it can be expressed as linear combination of tvi; 1 ¤ i ¤ mu with
positive coefficients.
(3)ñ(1): For any x P C, we have xx; viy ¥ 0, for 1 ¤ i ¤ m, with all equalities if
and only if x  ~0. Suppose
~a 
m¸
i1
kivi;with ki ¡ 0 @i:
Then
xn  xx;~ay 
m¸
i1
kixx; viy ¥ 0:
The equality holds if and only if x  ~0. So for any x P C0; xn ¡ 0, i.e., C0 
URn.
Proposition 2.5.4. There is an element B in SLpn;Zq so that BpC0q is in URn.
Proof. Let v  °mi1 vi and u be the primitive vector in the direction of v. Suppose
u  1
k
v; for k P Z¡0:
Since u is primitive, there exists D P SLpn;Zq, such that, Dpuq  p0; 0; :::; 0; 1q.
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Define a transformation B of Rn by:
(2.5.5) x ÞÑ Bx  DTx;
where the matrix for DT is the transpose of the matrix for D. Since detDT 
detD  1, we still have B P SLpn;Zq.
Under this transformation B, the cone C  mi1tx P Rn : xx; viy ¥ 0u is taken
to
(2.5.6) BpCq 
m¤
i1
tx P Rn : xx;Dpviqy ¥ 0u:
So the normal vectors to the facets of the new cone BpCq are tDpviq : 1 ¤ i ¤
mu. Moreover,
(2.5.7) p0; 0; :::; 0; 1q  Dpuq 
m¸
i1
1
k
Dpviq:
Finally, using Lemma 2.5.3, we see that the new cone BpC0q is in URn.
So without loss of generality, we may now assume that C0  URn. By inter-
secting C with the hyperplane:
(2.5.8) H  tpx1; :::; xnq P Rn : xn  1u;
we get a polytope, which we will denote by P .
The intersection of facet Fi with H is given by
~Fi :
#
px1; :::; xn1; 1q P Rn :
n1¸
j1
xjvij   vin ¥ 0
+
:
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Let F  t ~Fi : 1 ¤ i ¤ mu.
If we identify H with Rn1 via
px1; :::; xn1; 1q ÞÑ px1; :::; xn1q;
then P can be thought of as a polytope in Rn1 given by
(2.5.9) tx P Rn1 : xx; ~viy ¥ vinu;
where ~vi  pvi1; :::; vi;n1q is normal to ~Fi in H  Rn1.
To compute the singular cohomology ring of M with integer coefficients, we
need to add the following assumption.
Smoothness Criterion: The polytope P is a Delzant polytope in Rn1 and ~vi is
a primitive vector in Zn1.
Remark 2.5.10. This assumption allows us to stay in the smooth category in the
following discussion. In general, P is just a simple rational convex polytope, not
necessarily smooth, so the results in this section do not hold in full generality.
However, if we only care about rational cohomology, the argument and theorems
in this section will still be valid in general. In that case, we need to use toric orb-
ifolds instead of manifolds, and S1 orbi-bundles instead of “honest” S1 bundles.
Recall that there is a symplectic toric manifold N associated with P which is
equal to P ~, where P ~ was defined in Example 2.2.5, where we let k  n  1 and
i  vin. The symbol ~will still be used here just as in Example 2.2.5.
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Proposition 2.5.11. With the notation as above, the good contact toric manifold M is a
principal S1 bundle over N . The projection map
d : M  pTn  P q{Ñ N  pTn1  P q{r
is given by
rt; ps ÞÑ r~t; ps;
where t  pei1 ; ei2 ; :::; einq P Tn, and ~t  pei1 ; ei2 ; :::; ein1q P Tn1 is just t with the
last coordinate dropped. The notation rt; ps and r~t; ps refers to the equivalence classes of
pt; pq and p~t; pq respectively.
Proof. Let
(2.5.12) S1  tp1; 1; :::; 1; einq P Tn : n P Ru
act on M  pTn  P q{ by multiplication on Tn. Because of the smoothness
criterion we imposed, S1 Xp  1, for any p P P , and so this action is free.
The quotient space is
(2.5.13) pTn  P q{x; S1y  pTn  P q{xr; S1y  pTn{S1  P q{r  pTn1  P q{r:
ThereforeN is the orbit space, and from the construction, we can see themap from
the spaceM to N just drops the last coordinate of t.
From this perspective, then, we get the Gysin sequence of the S1-bundle,
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namely the long exact sequence:
// H2k1pN ;Zq Ye // H2k 1pN ;Zq d // H2k 1pM ;Zq d // H2kpN ;Zq EDBCGF Ye@A
// H2k 2pN ;Zq d // H2k 2pM ;Zq d // H2k 1pN ;Zq Ye // H2k 3pN ;Zq //
The symbolYe stands for the multiplication of the Euler class of the S1-bundle
d : M Ñ N . The map d is the pull-back in cohomology rings by the fibration map
d : M Ñ N , so this is a ring homomorphism. The map d is the map commonly
called the Gysin map. It is not a ring homomorphism, but it is a HpN ;Zq-module
homomorphism in the following sense:
(2.5.14) dpd Y q   Y dpq;
for  P HpN ;Zq and  P HpM ;Zq.
Now the odd degree cohomology of N vanishes and the long exact sequence
breaks down to short exact sequences
(2.5.15)
0 // H2k 1pM ;Zq d // H2kpN ;Zq Ye // H2k 2pN ;Zq d // H2k 2pM ;Zq // 0 :
We will describe the chomology ring of M in terms of the even part and the
odd part.
Definition 2.5.16. Define the even part of HpM ;Zq as
(2.5.17) HevenpM ;Zq : t P HkpM ;Zq : k is an even integeru:
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Define the odd part of HpM ;Zq as
(2.5.18) HoddpM ;Zq : t P HkpM ;Zq : k is an odd integeru:
Remark 2.5.19. It is easy to see that HevenpM ;Zq is a subring of HpM ;Zq, while
HoddpM ;Zq is a module over HevenpM ;Zq.
Put together the exact sequences (2.5.15) of different degrees, we get the fol-
lowing exact sequence:
(2.5.20)
0 // HoddpM ;Zq d // HpN ;Zq Ye // HpN ;Zq d // HevenpM ;Zq // 0 :
From this exact sequence, we can easily prove the following.
Proposition 2.5.21. Denote by  the map
Ye : HpN ;Zq Ñ HpN ;Zq:
Then
(2.5.22) HevenpM ;Zq  coker   HpN ;Zq{xey;
where xey stands for the ideal of HpN ;Zq generated by the Euler class e. This is a ring
isomorphism, and it preserves the degree of the cohomology classes since it is induced by
the ring map d.
Moreover,
(2.5.23) HoddpM ;Zq  ker   Annpeq;
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where Annpeq denotes the annihilator of e in HpN ;Zq. This isomorphism maps a coho-
mology class inH2k 1pM ;Zq to a cohomology class inH2kpN ;Zq, lowering the degree by
1. It is an HevenpM ;Zq-module isomorphism in the following sense.
The odd cohomology HoddpM ;Zq is an HevenpM ;Zq-module. Moreover, ker  
Annpeq is a coker   HpN ;Zq{xey-module in the natural way, so it is also an
HevenpM ;Zq-module via the identification of coker  and HevenpM ;Zq given in (2.5.22).
The isomorphism in (2.5.23) respects these module structures.
Proof. The isomorphism (2.5.22) follows from the exactness of (2.5.20) at the sec-
ondHpN ;Zq andHevenpM ;Zq and also the fact that d : HpN ;Zq Ñ HevenpM ;Zq
is a ring homomorphism.
As for (2.5.23), first notice that it follows from (2.5.14) that the map
(2.5.24) d : HoddpM ;Zq Ñ HpN ;Zq
is aHpN ;Zq-module homomorphism. Exactness of (2.5.20) atHoddpM ;Zq and the
first H2kpN ;Zq shows that
(2.5.25) d : HoddpM ;Zq Ñ ker 
is an HpN ;Zq-module isomorphism, hence an HpN ;Zq{xey-module isomor-
phism.
So to compute the cohomology ofM , we only need to describe the Euler class
e explicitly as a polynomial in x1; x2; :::; xm, where xi’s are generators ofHpN ;Zq,
as in Theorem 2.4.19.
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Definition 2.5.26. Define ~Z : Zm Ñ Zn1 bymapping the ith standard basis vector
ei of Zm to ~vi. This induces a map
(2.5.27) ~ : Tm Ñ Tn1:
in the same way we defined T in (2.4.4). Let ~K  ker ~. Since P is Delzant and
~vi is primitive, ~K is connected, and there exists a splitting ~r : Tm Ñ ~K such that
~r| ~K  id ~K .
We will use the following diagram to compute the Euler class e.
M
d

L1  ETn1 Tn1 M
d1

L2
d2

L3  ETm Tm S1
d3

N
f1 // ETn1 Tn1 N pE ~K  ETn1q Tm P f2oo f3 // ETm Tm pt
The base spaces and the maps are virtually the same as that of (2.4.13). An
element tm P Tm acts on E ~K ETn1 via the diagonal action of p~rptmq; ~ptmqq. We
now turn to the top line. On L1, Tn1 ÷ M  pTnP q{ by multiplication of Tn1
on the first n1 coordinates of Tn. On L3, Tm ÷ S1 with weightpv1n; v2n; :::; vmnq.
We will use ~vl to denote the vector pv1n; v2n; :::; vmnq. Finally, L2 is defined as the
pull-back f2 pL1q.
Lemma 2.5.28. As principal-S1-bundles over N ,
(2.5.29) f1 pL1q M:
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As principal S1-bundles over pE ~K  ETn1q Tm P ,
(2.5.30) L2  f2L1  f3L3:
Proof. The map f1 is an inclusion, so the pull back of L1 by f1 is just by restriction.
Then the equation (2.5.29) follows from the definition.
To show (2.5.30), it’s enough if we can construct an S1-equivariant map from
f3L3 to f2L1 , which lifts the identity map of the base space pE ~KETn1qTmP .
Let q  rx; y; rei~; pss be a point in the base space pE ~K ETn1q Tm P , where
x P E ~K; y P ETn1; ~  p1; :::; mq; ei~  pei1 ; :::; eimq P Tm, and p P P .
The fiber of f3L3 over the point q is, by the definition of pull-back, the fiber of
L3 over the point f3pqq  rpx; yq; pts, namely
(2.5.31) f3L3|q  trpx; yq; eis :  P Ru:
The fiber of f2L1 over the point q is, by the definition of pull-back, the fiber of
L1 over the point f2pqq  ry; r~pei~q; pss, namely
(2.5.32) f2L1|q  try; rp~pei~q; eiq; pss :  P Ru:
Define a map from f3L3|q to f2L1|q by sending
(2.5.33) rx; y; eis ÞÑ ry; rp~pei~q; ei ix~vl;~yq; pss:
We call this map sq. To show sq is well-defined, we need to show the definition is
independent of the choice of representative of q.
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First, assume ei~ P Tm, and so
(2.5.34) rx; y; rei~; pss  r~rpei~qx; ~pei~qy; reip~ ~q; pss:
Using this representative of q, then
sqprx; y; eisq  sqpr~rpei~qx; ~pei~qy; eip x~vl;~yqsq
 r~pei~qy; rp~peip~ ~qq; eiix~vl;~y ix~vl;p~ ~qyq; pss
 r~pei~qy; rp~pei~q~pei~q; ei ix~vl;~yq; pss:
This equals to the RHS of (3.4.19) by the definition of L1 as given before
Lemma 2.5.28.
Second, choose a different representative by letting ei~ P 
p, and then
(2.5.35) rx; y; rei~; pss  rx; y; rei~ei~; pss:
Using this representative of q, we have:
sqprpx; yq; eisq  ry; rp~pei~ei~q; ei ix~vl;~ ~yq; pss
 ry; rp~pei~q  ~pei~q; eix~vl;~y  ei ix~vl;~yq; pss:
This also equals to the RHS of (3.4.19) since
(2.5.36) p~pei~q; eix~vl;~yq P p;
which is true by definition of ; r and ~vl.
So the map sq defined by (3.4.19) is well-defined. It’s obviously S1-equivariant.
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Since the Euler class of L3 is
°m
i1 vinxi, using Lemma 2.5.28 and the naturality
of Euler classes, we conclude
(2.5.37) e 
m¸
i1
vinxi:
Definition 2.5.38. We define linear forms
(2.5.39) Jk 
m¸
i1
vikxi; 1 ¤ k ¤ n;
and the ideals
(2.5.40) J  xJ1;   ; Jn1; Jny
and
(2.5.41) rJ  xJ1;   ; Jn1y;
where xSy denotes the ideal in Zrx1; :::; xms generated by the elements of S.
Remark 2.5.42. Notice that by definition we have e  Jn.
Combining Theorem 2.4.19, Proposition 2.5.21 and (2.5.37), we have proved
the following:
Theorem 2.5.43. Assume
(2.5.44) C 
m£
i1
tx P Rn : xx; viy ¥ 0u
is a strictly convex good cone andM is the good contact toric manifold associated with it.
Further assume that C0  Czt~0u  URn and the smoothness criterion for C holds. Let
(2.5.45)  :
Zrx1; :::; xms
xI; rJ y Ñ Zrx1; :::; xmsxI; rJ y
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be multiplication by Jn. Then:
(2.5.46) HevenpM ;Zq  coker   Zrx1; :::; xms{xI;J y
as rings, where xi represents a cohomology class of degree two.
Moreover,
(2.5.47) HoddpM ;Zq  ker 
as pHevenpM ;Zq  coker q-modules. A homogeneous polynomial of degree k represents
a cohomology class of degree 2k   1 under this isomorphism.
The next theorem states that half of the Betti numbers ofM vanish.
Theorem 2.5.48. Under the same assumption forM as in Theorem 2.5.43, we have
(2.5.49) H2k 1pM ;Zq  0
for tk P N : 1 ¤ 2k   1 ¤ n 1u, and
(2.5.50) H2kpM ;Qq  0
for tk P N : n ¤ 2k ¤ 2n 2u.
Proof. According to Theorem 6.3 in [Gui94a], the cohomology class of the K:ahler
form on N is given by
(2.5.51) r!s  2
m¸
i1
vinDi;
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where Di denotes the cohomology class in H2pN ;Rq that is the Poincare dual to
pTn1  ~Fiq{ ~. According to Proposition 2.6.8 in the Appendix, Di  xi. So
(2.5.52) r!s  2e:
Using the Hard Lefschetz Theorem on N , it follows easily from Theorem 2.5.43
that
(2.5.53) H2k 1pM ;Qq  0
for tk P N : 1 ¤ 2k   1 ¤ n 1u, and
(2.5.54) H2kpM ;Qq  0
for tk P N : n ¤ 2k ¤ 2n2u. Furthermore, as the cohomology ring of a symplectic
toric manifold, the ring Zrx1; x2; :::; xms{tI; ~J u in Theorem 2.5.43 is torsion-free
(see [Ful93]). Therefore as an ideal of it, ker  is also torsion-free. Hence
(2.5.55) H2k 1pM ;Zq  0
for tk P N : 1 ¤ 2k   1 ¤ n 1u.
Corollary 2.5.56. Under the same assumption for M as in Theorem 2.5.43, the product
of two odd-degree cohomology classes ofM is zero.
Proof. This is because of dimension considerations.
Remark 2.5.57. Theoretically, Theorem 2.5.43 already tells us all the information
of HpM ;Zq as an additive group. Perhaps there should be a combinatorial proof
for Theorem 2.5.48, but the author could not find one.
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Remark 2.5.58. Theorem 2.5.43 tells us what the elements ofHpM ;Zq are, (3.4.23)
tells us how tomultiply two even-degree cohomology classes, (3.4.24) tells us how
to multiply an even-degree cohomology class and an odd-degree cohomology
class. Corollary 2.5.56 tells us the product of two odd-degree cohomology classes
must be zero. So the ring structure of HpM ;Zq is now completely determined.
2.6 Appendix: Several equivalent descriptions of the generators
of cohomology rings of symplectic toric manifolds
There is a wide variety of descriptions of the generators of the cohomology ring
of a symplectic toric manifold in the literature. In this appendix we list some of
them and discuss their relations.
Let P be as in (2.2.6),
(2.6.1) P 
m£
i1
tx P Rk : xx; ~viy ¥ iu:
We will use N to denote the symplectic toric manifold associated to P . We will
keep our notation from Example 2.2.5, so N  P ~  pTk  P q{ ~.
The cohomology in this section are assumed to be integral cohomology.
The generators in Theorem 2.4.19 of this chapter, which we denoted by xi, is
the image of the generators of HpBTmq under the composition:
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(2.6.2) HpBTmq Ñ HpETmTmppTmP q{
qq Ñ HpETkTk ppTkP q{ ~qq Ñ HpNq
We will now give an easier description for these generators, starting by defin-
ing a S1-bundle over N  pTk  P q{ ~.
For any fixed j P t1; 2; :::; ku, define a characteristic map from the set of facets
of P to Zk 1:
j : F Ñ Zk 1
~Fj ÞÑ pvj1; vj2; :::; vjk; 1q;
~Fi ÞÑ pvi1; vi2; :::; vik; 0q for i  j:
Then P j is a principal S1-bundle over P ~ for similar reasons as in Proposi-
tion 2.5.11.
For the same reason as (2.5.30) and (2.5.37), we have the following proposition.
Proposition 2.6.3. Each generator xj in Theorem 2.4.19 is the Euler class, or equiva-
lently, the first Chern class, of the principal S1-bundle P j over N  P ~.
Recall from (2.4.9), N is the quotient of a set pi  uq1pipqq, which we will
denote by Z, by a torus K. Then Z is a principal-K bundle over N .
In the book [GS99], the cohomology of a symplectic toric manifold is com-
puted in a very different way (Theorem 9.8.6 of the book). The generators for the
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cohomology ring are c1; c2; :::; cm, where pc1; c2; :::; cmq are the Chern classes of the
bundleZ Ñ N . These ci’s can also be described in the followingway, as illustrated
in both Section 2.2 of [Gui94b] and Section 9.8 of [GS99].
The torus Tm acts on Cm in the standard way and Cm splits
(2.6.4) Cm  C1 ` C2 `    ` Cm:
The torus K, as a subgroup of Tm, also acts on Cm and preserves this splitting.
Then
(2.6.5) pZ  Ciq{K Ñ Z{K
is a complex line bundle over N  Z{K, where the action of K on Ci is by first
including K into Tm, then acting with weight p0; :::; 0; 1; 0; :::; 0q, where the only
1 is on the ith position. The K action on Z  Ci is the diagonal action. Then the
first Chern class of this line bundle is ci.
Proposition 2.6.6. The generator ci is exactly the generator xi used in Theorem 2.4.19.
Proof. Assume without loss of generality that i  1. According to Proposi-
tion 2.6.3, it suffices to show P 1 and pZ  S1q{K are isomorphic principal-S1
bundles over P ~  Z{K, where the action of K on S1 is by first including K
into Tm, then acting with weight p1; 0; 0; :::; 0q. The base spaces are identified by
Proposition 2.4.12.
Fixing a splitting  : Tk Ñ Tm, such that
(2.6.7)     idTk :
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Define
f : P 1 Ñ pZ  S1q{K
rtk; ei; ps ÞÑ rptkq:u10 pppq  q; ptkq:eis;
where tk P Tk;  P R; p P P , and u0 : pR¥0qm Ñ pR¥0qm is given by pz1;   ; zmq ÞÑ
pz21 ;   ; z2mq. The verification that this map is well-defined is routine. It is easy to
see this map lifts the identity map of the base space, is S1-equivariant and non-
trivial on each fiber. So P 1 and pZ  S1q{K are isomorphic, hence c1  x1.
The set pTk  ~Fiq{ ~ is a submanifold of N . It is the pre-image of ~Fi under
the moment map  as defined in (2.4.10). Its Poincare dual, by definition, is a
cohomology class in H2pN ;Rq. We denote it by Di.
Proposition 2.6.8. The class Di equals ci  xi.
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume i  1. It is obvious that c1 is the first
Chern class of the complex line bundle
(2.6.9) pZ  Cq{K Ñ Z{K;
where K, as a subgroup of Tm, acts on C with weight p1; 0; 0; :::; 0q. According
to Proposition 12.8 in [BT82], it suffices to find a transversal section of this line
bundle, such that the zero locus of the section is exactly 1p ~F1q. Define a section
s : Z{K Ñ pZ  Cq{K
rz1; z2; :::; zms ÞÑ rpz1; z2; :::; zmq; z1s;
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noticing that Z is a subset of Cm. It is easy to see this map is well-defined, and it
is straightforward to show that
(2.6.10) z1  0ô prz1; :::; zmsq P ~F1:
Finally, to see it is transversal to the zero section, simply notice it is holomorphic
and obviously not tangent to the zero section along the zero locus.
In [TW03], as a corollary of a more general theorem, there is yet another way
of computing the cohomology ring of a symplectic toric manifold. To describe the
generators there, we draw a diagram first:
(2.6.11) pEK  ETkq Tm Cm EK K Cmg1oo EK K Zg2oo g3 // Z{K :
In the diagram, g1 and g2 are just inclusion maps, g3 is a fiber bundle with fiber
EK. The group Tm acts on EK  ETk as explained in Section 2.4. Now
(2.6.12) HppEK  ETkq Tm Cmq  Zry1; :::; yms;
where yi is the Chern class of the principal S1-bundle
(2.6.13) pEK  ETkq Tm pCm  S1q Ñ pEK  ETkq Tm Cm;
where Tm acts on S1 with weight p0; 0; :::; 0; 1; 0; :::; 0q, where the only 1 is on the
ith position. In Theorem 7 of [TW03], the generators of the cohomology ring of a
symplectic toric manifold are the images of these yi’s under the composed map
(2.6.14)
HppEK  ETkq Tm Cmq g

1 // HpEK K Cmq g

2 // HpEK K Zq pg

3 q1// HpZ{Kq :
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It follows easily from the naturality of Chern class that g2g1 pyiq  g3 pciq,
whence we may conclude our final proposition.
Proposition 2.6.15. The generators for the cohomology ring of a symplectic toric man-
ifold in Theorem 7 in [TW03] are the same as the ones used in Theorem 2.4.19 in this
chapter.
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CHAPTER 3
THE HARD LEFSCHETZ PROPERTY OF HAMILTONIAN GKM
MANIFOLDS
3.1 Introduction
As we described in Section 1.4, Goresky, Kottwitz and MacPherson [GKM97] pro-
vided a means to turn the computation of equivariant cohomology into a com-
binatorial one. Assume pM;!;Tn; q is Hamiltonian GKM manifold with GKM
graph    pV;Eq and a function  : VÑCrx1; :::; xns1 induced by , then there is
an isomorphism between the equivariant cohomology ofM and the (equivariant)
graph cohomology of p ; q
(3.1.1)
HTnpM ;Cq 
#
pf1; f2; :::; f|V |q P
|V |à
i1
Crx1; x2; :::; xns
peijqfi  fj;@eij P E
+
:
The right-hand side of the isomorphism is the definition of the (equivariant) graph
cohomology of p ; q, denoted by HTnp ; q, or by HTnp q when the context is
clear. Cohomology rings are assumed to be with C-coefficients throughout the
chapter. The ringHTnp q is naturally graded by assigning degree 1 to each variable
xi. The isomorphism (3.1.1) divides the degrees in half. From this isomorphism
we can see that HTnpM ;Cq only has elements of even degree.
Inspired by [GKM97], Gullemin and Zara [GZ99] studied the combinatorial
properties of HTnp q, and showed that many familiar theorems in geometry have
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natural counterparts in graph theory. In this part of the thesis, we take the oppo-
site approach and study the combinatorics of GKM graphs to deduce properties
of GKMmanifolds.
For any n ¥ 2, we may restrict the torus action Tn ýM to a smaller torus
action T2 ýM that is still GKM. So we will only consider the case n  2 in the
following.
Definition 3.1.2. We say  : VÑR2 is in general position if no three points in V are
colinear. In particular, this implies  is injective. Assume pviq  pzi1; zi2q, we have
a map  : EÑCrx; ys1 induced by  defined by
peijq  pzj1  zi1qx  pzj2  zj2qy;
for any eij P E. As we are dealing with an undirected graph,  is only well-
defined up to sign, but this ambiguity does not cause problemwith the divisibility
condition in (3.1.1).
The original GKM condition requires that peijq and peikq to be linearly inde-
pendent for j  k. This is a weaker assumption than  being in general position.
However in this part of the thesis, we always assume  to be in general position.
This point is emphasized again in the following.
We assume the following setup for the remainder of the chapter.
Setup 3.1.3. Let    pV;Eq be a simple graph, and  : VÑR2 a map in general
position. For simplicity, wewill always usem to stand for |V |. Let  : E Ñ Crx; ys1
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be induced by , and define
HTp q 
#
pf1; f2; :::; fmq P
mà
i1
Crx; ys
peijqfi  fj; @eij P E
+
:
We show in Section 3.2 that HTp q is always a free module over Crx; ys of di-
mensionm. For any homogeneous basis of HTp q as a module over Crx; ys,
1; 2; :::; m;
we set cip q 
tj P N degreepjq  iu to be the number of degree i elements
in the basis. Although the basis is not unique, the number of basis elements in a
fixed degree is independent of the choice of the basis, hence cip q is well-defined.
Definition 3.1.4. We call cip q the i-th characteristic number of  .
These ci’s will serve as the combinatorial counterpart for the geometric Betti
numbers of the manifolds in this chapter. They are different from the combinato-
rial Betti numbers in [GZ99], whose definition will be given as follows.
Choose a generic direction  P R2, namely one that ensures pviq    pvjq  
for i  j. For any vi P V , define the index of vi to be
pviq 
tvj P V eij P E; pvjq     pviq  u:
The k-th (combinatorial) Betti number of   is defined as the number of vertices of
index k and denoted by kp q. Guillemin and Zara showed in [GZ99] that with a
fixed axial function, although the indices do depend on the choice of , the combi-
natorial Betti numbers do not. We do not need axial function in this thesis, hence
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will not give the definition here. Interested readers are referred to [GZ99] for more
details.
When   is the GKM graph of a manifold, then these three notions, characteris-
tic numbers, combinatorial Betti numbers and geometric Betti numbers, all agree.
Guillemin and Zara introduced the i’s as the combinatorial counterpart of geo-
metric Betti numbers [GZ99]. They do exhibit some properties that resemble the
geometric ones, including Poincare duality. But there are certain shortfalls. First
of all, they are well-defined only for a very restrictive class of graphs: regular
graphs with axial functions. This makes inductive arguments difficult. Secondly,
for a connected regular graph equipped with an axial function, one would expect
0 to be 1. This is not the case, as the following simple example shows.
Example 3.1.5. Consider a cycle on five vertices, mapped into R2 as in the follow-
ing figure. The axial function on   is induced by the given embedding. The arrow
0
0
1
2
2
Ξ
Figure 3.1: A regular graph with axial function
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points in the  direction, and the number beside a vertex indicates the index of the
that vertex. We can see although Poincare duality still holds, the graph has the
undesirable property that 0  2.
In contrast, the characteristic numbers are defined in a much more general
setting, and c0 is equal to the number of connected components of the graph. In
Section 3.3, we study the basic properties of characteristic numbers, and give com-
parisons with the geometric Betti numbers. In the remaining two sections, we
study the properties of graphs that are in fact the GKM graphs of Hamiltonian
GKM manifolds. In Section 3.4, using our tools of characteristic numbers and the
fact that top Betti number of a compact oriented manifold is 1, we deduce some
connectivity properties of (actual) GKM graphs, under the assumption that the
moment map is in general position.
Results in Section 3.5 is the goal for developing all these tools. The section is
largely motivated by a question posed by Yael Karshon.
Question 3.1.6. [JHK 05, Problem 4.2] Suppose that a symplectic manifold pM;!q ad-
mits a Hamiltonian S1 action with isolated fixed points. Does pM;!q satisfy the hard
Lefschetz property?
Susan Tolman pointed out an easier version of the question, which we have
simplified to our setting.
Question 3.1.7. [JHK 05, Special case of Problem 4.3] Suppose M is a Hamiltonian
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GKM manifold of dimension 2d, do the Betti numbers ofM satisfy
0 ¤ 2 ¤    ¤ 2t d
2
u;
where 2td
2
u is the largest even integer no greater than d?
Using the tools and results we develop in Section 3.3 and 3.4, in Section 3.5
we give an upper bound for 2 of Hamiltonian GKM manifold whose moment
map is in general position. This is the content of Theorem 3.5.1. In dimensions 8
and 10, this implies that the even Betti numbers of these manifolds must be non-
decreasing up to half the dimension. So our work provides a class of examples for
which there is a positive answer to Tolman’s question. We hope this framework
can be developed to give further results in higher dimensions.
3.2 Graph cohomology is a free module in dimension two
The main theorem in this section, Theorem 3.2.1, holds in a much more general
setting than we need in the rest of the chapter. In particular, it does not require
the existence of the map  and there is no constraint on the map . The proof uses
some basic techniques from algebraic geometry. The corresponding statement in
higher dimension does not hold.
Theorem 3.2.1. Given    pV;Eq a simple graph and  : EÑCrx; ys1, then HTp q 
pCrx; ysqm as modules over Crx; ys, wherem  |V |.
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Proof. LetM  HTp q. As a graded module over Crx; ys,M defines a quasicoher-
ent sheaf over Proj Crx; ys  CP 1. We denote this sheaf by F . As a module over
Crx; ys, M also defines a quasicoherent sheaf over Spec Crx; ys  C2. We denote
this sheaf by G . The restriction of G to C2zt0u will be denoted by H , which is a
quasicoherent sheaf over C2zt0u.
Lemma 3.2.2. The sheafF is locally free.
Proof of Lemma 3.2.2. CP 1 is covered by Dpxq  Spec Cr y
x
s and Dpyq  Spec Crx
y
s.
Now that F pDpxqq  pMxq0, the degree 0 part of the localized module Mx, it
follows from the definition ofM thatF pDpxqq is a torsion freeCr y
x
s-module, hence
a free Cr y
x
s-module. SimilarlyF pDpyqq is a free Crx
y
s-module.
Lemma 3.2.3. Let  : C2zt0u Ñ CP 1 be the natural projection. Then F H .
Proof of Lemma 3.2.3. This can be proved by looking at the distinguished open
subsets of both spaces. The space C2zt0u is covered by Spec Crx; 1
x
; ys and
Spec Crx; y; 1
y
s, while CP 1 is covered by Spec Cr y
x
s and Spec Crx
y
s.
We have the following natural isomorphism
pMxq0 bCr y
x
s Crx; 1
x
; ys  pMxq0 bCr y
x
s pCry
x
s bC Crx; 1
x
sq  pMxq0 bC Crx; 1
x
s Mx:
Similarly
pMyq0 bCrx
y
s Crx; y; 1
y
s My:
These exactly say F H .
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As an immediate consequence, H is also locally free. By a theorem of
Grothendieck [Gro57],F splits as a direct sum of line bundles (the corresponding
statement fails for locally free sheaves over CP 2, this is the key reason why graph
cohomology is special in dimension two). SoH is also a direct sum of line bun-
dles, but the Picard group ofC2zt0u is trivial, soH must be a trivial vector bundle.
In particular,H pC2zt0uqmust be a free module over OC2zt0upC2zt0uq  Crx; ys.
Now G pC2zt0uq  H pC2zt0uq and G pC2q  M , so the following lemma will
enable us to conclude thatM is a free Crx; ys-module.
Lemma 3.2.4. The restriction map r : G pC2q Ñ G pC2zt0uq is an isomorphism.
Proof of Lemma 3.2.4. We can think of G pC2zt0uq as
£
a0 or b0
Max by. The intersec-
tion makes sense since M is torsion-free by definition and thus Max by can be
thought of as a subset of Mp0q  Cpx; yqm, the localization of M at the zero prime
ideal.
Assume pf1; :::; fmq P G pC2zt0uq 
£
a0 or b0
Max by  Cpx; yqm. Then we im-
mediately see that fi P Crx; ys for all i. Since the graph is finite, we can pick a
non-zero linear polynomial px   qy, such that it is not a multiple of any peijq.
Then pf1; :::; fmq PMpx qy says that there exists n, such that
peijq
ppx  qyqnpfi  fjq
for all eij P E. So
peijq
pfi  fjq;
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which says exactly pf1; :::; fmq PM .
Now we know M is a free Crx; ys-module. To see its dimension, let
f 
¹
eijPE
peijq. The dimension of M as module over Crx; ys equals the
dimension of Mf as a module over Crx; ysf . But Mf is generated by
p1; 0; :::; 0q; p0; 1; :::; 0q; :::; p0; 0; :::; 1q as a Crx; ysf -module. So dimM  m. This
completes the proof of the theorem.
The similar result does not hold in higher dimensions in general, even if we
assume   is a regular graph and  is induced from a map  : VÑRn. An easy
counterexample is the following.
Example 3.2.5. Consider    pV;Eq given by V  tv1; v2; v3; v4u and E 
te12; e23; e34; e14u. Note that   is a regular graph of degree 2. Define  : VÑR3
by
pv1q  p0; 0; 0q; pv2q  p1; 0; 0q; pv3q  p1; 1; 0q; pv4q  p1; 1; 1q:
Then  induces  : EÑCrx; y; zs1 given by
pe12q  x; pe23q  y; pe34q  z; pe14q  x  y   z:
Then HT3p ; q as a module over Crx; y; zs is generated by
p1; 1; 1; 1q; p0; x; x  y; x  y   zq; p0; xy; 0; 0q; p0; 0; yz; 0q; and p0; xz; xz; 0q:
This is not free as a Crx; y; zs-module, since the generators are related by
yp0; xz; xz; 0q  zp0; xy; 0; 0q   xp0; 0; yz; 0q:
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This naturally leads to the following open question.
Question 3.2.6. Given a regular graph    pV;Eq together with an axial function  :
EÑCrx1; :::; xns1 in the sense of definition 1 in 2.1 in [GZ99], is the graph cohomology
necessarily a free module over Crx1; :::; xns? If not, what are the combinatorial criteria on
p ; q that guarantee HTnp ; q to be free?
3.3 Properties of characteristic numbers
In this section we study some basic properties of characteristic numbers, defined
in Definition 3.1.4. These numbers do not satisfy Poincare duality in general, but
we will prove a weaker version of it. We will discuss how the “top characteristic
number” behaves for regular graphs. Then we discuss their relationship to the
combinatorial Betti numbers. Next, we will compute the characteristic numbers
for complete graphs, which are (graph theoretically) GKM graphs for complex
projective spaces. Finally, we prove an analogue of Ku¨nneth formula.
Notation 3.3.1. Continuing from Setup 3.1.3, the vertices of   are labeled as
v1; v2; :::; vm. The edge connecting vi and vj will be denoted by eij . We do not
distinguish between eij and eji, but most of the time we will use the smaller num-
ber as the first index. We will use pviq to denote the degree of vi, i.e., the number
of edges incident to vi. We use  pviq to denote the degree of vi when we want to
emphasize vi as a vertex of  .
The characteristic number ci is not affected by composing  : VÑR2 with a
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linear automorphism of R2, so without loss of generality, we may assume pviq
and pvjq have different second component for any i  j. Also we notice the
definition of graph cohomology remains unchanged if we scale , so if we assume
pviq  ppi; qiq, pvjq  ppj; qjq and let aij  pjpiqjqi , we may redefine  as
peijq  y  aijx:
For any positive integers p ¤ q, we will use bqp to denote the p-th standard basis
vector in Cq, i.e., the p-th entry of bqp is 1 and that is the only non-zero entry.
For 1 ¤ i   j ¤ m, we let
v0ij  bmi  bmj  p0;   ; 1; 0;   ;1; 0;   ; 0q P Cm;
v1ij  b2mi  b2mj   aijb2mi m  aijb2mj m
 p0;   ; 1; 0  ;1; 0; : : : ; 0; 0;   ; aij; 0;   ;aij; 0;   ; 0q
 pv0ij; aijv0ijq P C2m;
v2ij  b3mi  b3mj   aijb3mi m  aijb3mj m   a2ijb3mi 2m  a2ijb3mj 2m
 pv1ij; a2ijv0ijq P C3m;
and so forth, where we use pu;vq to denote concatenation of two vectors u and v.
In general,
vkij  bpk 1qmi  bpk 1qmj   aijbpk 1qmi m  aijbpk 1qmj m        akijbpk 1qmi km  akijbpk 1qmj km
 pvk1ij ; akijv0ijq P Cpk 1qm:
Denote by Mkp q the matrix of size |E|  pk   1qm, whose rows are indexed
by E and the row corresponding to eij is vkij . Let rkp q  rankMkp q. This is
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the dimension of the vector space spanned by the vectors tvkij
eij P Eu. We set
r1p q  0. Let skp q  |E|  rkp q. This is the dimension of the vector space of
linear relations among the vectors tvkij
eij P Eu. We set s1p q  |E|.
Throughout the rest of the chapter, we will use the following notation as intro-
duced in Setup 3.1.3 and just above:
 ; V; E; m  |V |;
v1; v2; :::; vm; pviq;  pviq; eij; for 1 ¤ i; j ¤ m;
; ; aij; v
k
ij; for 1 ¤ i; j ¤ m and k ¥ 0;
Mkpq; ckpq for k ¥ 0; rkpq; skpq; for k ¥ 1;
where  in the last row can denote any graph in the sense of Setup 3.1.3.
Remark 3.3.2. If we make   into a directed graph by letting each edge in E leave
the vertex of smaller subscript and enters the vertex of larger subscript, thenM0p q
is the transpose of the incidence matrix of this directed graph. The matrix M1p q
is closely related to the rigidity matrix of the graph   and the map , which is an
important concept in rigidity theory. More information about the rigidity matrix
and rigidity theory can be found in [GSS93]. The work in this chapter is closely
related to somework in rigidity theory by the author [Luo12a, Luo12b]. We do not
include those work in this thesis. But the connection between these two subjects
is fascinating and it would very interesting to see more exploitation of it.
Example 3.3.3. Figure 3.2 shows a graph on four vertices. We have marked
the coordinates of the image of  and of the image of . The edge set is
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v1 H0, 2L
v2 H3, 3L
v3 H4, 1L
v4 H2, 0L
y+3x
y+ 13 x
y-x
y+2x
y- 12 x
Figure 3.2: An example of  ;  and 
E  te12; e14; e23; e24; e34u. So M0p q is a 5  4 matrix with rows indexed by E
and columns indexed by V . In this example, we have
M0p q 

v1 v2 v3 v4
e12 1 1 0 0
e14 1 0 0 1
e23 0 1 1 0
e24 0 1 0 1
e34 0 0 1 1

:
We can compute Mkp q by recursively adding columns. As labeled in Figure 3.2,
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we can see a12  3; a14  1; a23  1
2
; a24  1
3
and a34  2, soM2p q is
M2p q 

v01 v
0
2 v
0
3 v
0
4 v
1
1 v
1
2 v
1
3 v
1
4 v
2
1 v
2
2 v
2
3 v
2
4
e12 1 1 0 0 a12 a12 0 0 a212 a212 0 0
e14 1 0 0 1 a14 0 0 a14 a214 0 0 a214
e23 0 1 1 0 0 a23 a23 0 0 a223 a223 0
e24 0 1 0 1 0 a24 0 a24 0 a224 0 a224
e34 0 0 1 1 0 0 a34 a34 0 0 a234 a234

:
A direct computation shows that r0p q  3 and rkp q  5 for all k ¥ 1. It follows
that s0p q  2 and skp q  0 for all k ¥ 1.
Proposition 3.3.4. The characteristic numbers may be computed as follows:
c0p q  0p q; the number of connected components of  ;(3.3.5)
 m r0p q  m |E|   s0p q;(3.3.6)
ckp q  2rk1p q  rkp q  rk2p q(3.3.7)
 skp q   sk2p q  2sk1p q; @k ¥ 1:(3.3.8)
Proof. Let f  pf1; f2; :::; fmq P Cm. Then it follows from the definition of graph
cohomology that f is a class in H0Tp q if and only if fi  fj P C whenever vi
and vj are in the same connected component of  . So c0 equals to the number of
connected components of  , which we denote by 0p q. This proves (3.3.5).
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For any k ¥ 0, assume
f 

k¸
n0
z1nx
knyn;
k¸
n0
z2nx
knyn; :::;
k¸
n0
zmnx
knyn

P HkTp q;
where zst P C for 1 ¤ s ¤ m; 0 ¤ t ¤ k. Then by the definition of graph cohomol-
ogy, this is equivalent to
py  aijxq


k¸
n0
zinx
knyn



k¸
n0
zjnx
knyn

;
for each eij in E. This in turn means when we substitute y with aijx in
k¸
n0
zinx
knyn



k¸
n0
zjnx
knyn

;
we should get the zero polynomial:
0 

k¸
n0
anijzinx
k



k¸
n0
anijzjnx
k



k¸
n0
anijpzin  zjnq

xk
So
k¸
n0
anijpzin  zjnq  0, and this expression can rewritten as
vkij  pz10; z20; :::; zm0; z11; z21; :::; zm1; z12; :::; z1k; z2k; :::; zmkq  0:
Therefore
dim HkTp q  pk   1qm rkp q:
By definition of ci’s, we have
dim HkTp q 
k¸
n0
pk   1 nqcn;
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and so
(3.3.9)
k¸
n0
pk   1 nqcn  pk   1qm rkp q:
In particular, when k  0, this immediately simplifies to
c0  m r0;
proving (3.3.6).
The formula (3.3.7) for ck for k ¥ 1 can be proved inductively. For the base case
k  1, we have by equation (3.3.9),
c1  2m r1  2c0
 2m r1  2pm r0q
 2r0  r1
 2r0  r1  r1
 s1   s1  2s0:
Now for k ¡ 1, we assume the formula (3.3.7) holds for smaller k. Then by equa-
tion (3.3.9), we have
ck  pk   1qm rk 
k1¸
n0
pk   1 nqcn
 pk   1qm rk 
k1¸
n1
pk   1 nqp2rn1  rn2  rnq  pk   1qpm r0q:
We easily simplify this to conclude that
ck  2rk1  rk  rk2  sk   sk2  2sk1;
as desired.
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Example 3.3.10. We continue with Example 3.3.3. Applying Proposition 3.3.4 to
this example gives c0p q  1; c1p q  1 and c2p q  2.
Notation 3.3.11. For any graph    pV;Eq and v P V , we write Ev for the set of
edges incident to v and write    v for the subgraph of   obtained by deleting
the vertex v. We obviously have    v  pV ztvu; EzEvq. Similarly, for any subset
U  V , we write EU for the set of edges incident to some vertex in U and write
  U for pV zU;EzEUq.
The following lemma will be used repeatedly throughout the chapter. We call
it the Deletion Lemma. This concerns how the sk’s, hence the characteristic num-
bers, behave when we delete a vertex from a graph.
Lemma 3.3.12 (Deletion Lemma). Assume a vertex vt P V is of degree less than or
equal to k   1, i.e., pvtq ¤ k   1. Then skp q  skp  vtq.
Proof. For simplicity, we write pvtq  d. Without loss of generality, we may as-
sume t  1 and the d edges incident to vt are e12; e13; :::;and e1;d 1. Now assume
there is a linear relation among tvkij
eij P Eu:
(3.3.13)
¸
eijPE
uijv
k
ij  0:
We now consider the submatrix ofMkp q defined by the first d rows, and columns
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1;m  1;   ; km  1:
N 

1 a12 a
2
12 : : : a
k
12
1 a13 a
2
13 : : : a
k
13
...
...
... . . .
...
1 a1;d 1 a21;d 1 : : : ak1;d 1



xk12
xk13
...
xk1;d 1

;
where xk1;i  p1; a1i;   ; ak1iq is the vector consisting of the 1;m   1;   ; pkm   1qth
entries of vkij . This is a Vandermonde matrix. The assumption of  in general
position guarantees that a1i  a1j for i  j, so the matrix N has full row rank. For
the columns 1;m   1;   ; pkm   1q of Mkp q, the only nonzero entries are in the
first d rows, so it follows from (3.3.13) that
d 1¸
j2
u1jx
k
1j  0:
We conclude that u1j  0 for all 2 ¤ j ¤ d  1. Therefore (3.3.13) reduces to¸
eijPEzEvt
uijv
k
ij  0:
This means (3.3.13) is in fact a linear relation among tvkij
eij P EzEvtu. So skp q 
skp  vtq.
Corollary 3.3.14. We may now bound the difference between skp q and skp  vtq,
0 ¤ skp q  skp  vtq ¤ maxppvtq  k  1; 0q:
Proof. It immediately follows from the Deletion Lemma 3.3.12.
Lemma 3.3.15. Let    pV;Eq, and let k ¥ max
i
pviq  1. Then rkp q  |E| and
skp q  0. Consequently, ck 2p q  0.
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Proof. The repeated application of the Deletion Lemma will give skp q  0. Hence
rkp q  |E|  skp q  |E| and it follows from Proposition 3.3.4 that ck 2  sk 2 
2sk 1   sk  0.
Proposition 3.3.16. For any    pV;Eq, we have
(3.3.17)
8¸
i0
cip q  m  |V |;
and
(3.3.18)
8¸
i0
icip q  |E|:
Proof. Equation (3.3.17) is already proved in Theorem 3.2.1. Turning to (3.3.18),
according to Lemma 3.3.15, we can choose k P N such that rkp q  |E| and ci  0
for all i ¥ k   1. Then by formula (3.3.9),
k¸
i0
pk   1 iqci  pk   1qm rk  pk   1qm |E|:
So
8¸
i0
ici 
k¸
i0
ici 
k¸
i0
pk   1qci  pk   1qm  |E|  |E|:
This completes the proof.
Remark 3.3.19. When   is a regular graph of degree d, then it follows from Propo-
sition 3.3.16 that the average degree of a set of generators of HTp q is d2 . In this
sense, the proposition provides a weak version of Poincare duality.
Proposition 3.3.20. Assume    pV;Eq is a connected regular graph of degree d, then
ci  0 for i ¡ d and cd  0 or 1.
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Proof. The first part of the proposition is just a special case of Lemma 3.3.15.
As for the second part, pick any edge eij and let  1  pV;Ezteijuq. Then we
have sd2p q ¤ sd2p 1q  1. By repeatedly applying the Deletion Lemma to  1, we
get sd2p 1q  0. So sd2p q ¤ 1. By Lemma 3.3.15, we have sd1p q  sdp q  0.
So we conclude
cdp q  sdp q   sd2p q  2sd1p q ¤ 1;
as desired.
Remark 3.3.21. As the GKM graph of a GKMmanifold is a regular graph, Propo-
sition 3.3.20 can be viewed as a weaker version of the fact that the top geo-
metric Betti number of a connected compact oriented manifold is 1. If the con-
nected regular graph   of degree d is also equipped with an axial function in the
sense of [GZ99], then one can show by [GZ99, Theorem 2.2] that cdp q  1 and
p
¹
e1jPE
pe1jq; 0; 0;   ; 0q can be taken as the generator of HTp q in degree d.
Example 3.3.22. Figure 3.3 shows a regular graph of degree 2 whose vertices are
in general position. By Proposition 3.3.20, ci  0 for i ¥ 3. Also we know c0  1
as the graph is connected. Then the weaker version of Poincare duality, Proposi-
tion 3.3.16, forces c2 to be 1, hence c1  3.
In general, for regular graph of degree 2 andm vertices in general position, we
have c0  c2  1 and c1  m 2.
Next we study the relations between the characteristic numbers and the com-
binatorial Betti numbers. Proposition 3.3.23 provides a generalization of [GZ99,
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v2
v3
v4
v5
v1
Figure 3.3: A regular graph of degree 2
inequality (2.28)] in dimension two.
Proposition 3.3.23. Given    pV;Eq, order the vertices as v1;   ; vm. Define the index
of vi as
i 
tj P Nj ¡ i and eij P Eu;
and let
bk 
ti P Ni  ku:
Then
k¸
i0
pk   1 iqci ¤
k¸
i0
pk   1 iqbi;
for any k ¥ 0.
Proof. First observe that
8¸
i0
bi  |V |  m because each vertex is counted exactly
once. Second, we claim that
8¸
i0
ibi  |E|. To see this, we count the edge set in
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the following way. First we look at a vertex vi with i  0, and count how many
edges connect vi to a vertex vj whose subscript j is larger than i. The answer must
be i  0 by the definition of i. Then we look at a vertex vi with i  1. In this
case, there should be one edge connecting vi to some vertex of larger subscript. We
repeat this process until we havemade the count for every vertex. Then altogether
we will have counted
8¸
i0
ibi many edges. On the other hand, we see that every
edge in E is counted once and only once. So
8¸
i0
ibi  |E|.
Let  1    v1. Applying Corollary 3.3.14 to v1, we get the bound
skp q ¤ skp 1q  maxp1  pk   1q; 0q:
Applying Corollary 3.3.14 to v2; v3; :::; vm in order, we get
skp q ¤
m¸
j1
maxpj  pk   1q; 0q

8¸
ik 2
pi pk   1qqbi

8¸
i0
pi pk   1qqbi 
k¸
i0
pi pk   1qqbi

8¸
i0
ibi  pk   1q
8¸
i0
bi  
k¸
i0
pk   1 iqbi
 |E|  pk   1qm 
k¸
i0
pk   1 iqbi:
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So
k¸
i0
pk   1 iqci  pk   1qm rk
 pk   1qm p|E|  skq
¤ pk   1qm |E|   |E|  pk   1qm 
k¸
i0
pk   1 iqbi

k¸
i0
pk   1 iqbi;
where the first equality is equation (3.3.9).
We next compute the characteristic numbers of a complete graph. They turn
out to be the Betti numbers of complex projective space, as expected.
Definition 3.3.24. Define ! P H1Tp q by !  px1x   y1y; x2x   y2y; :::; xmx   ymyq,
where pxi; yiq  pviq. We call this the equivariant symplectic form of  .
Theorem 3.2.1 guarantees that HTp q is a free Crx; ys-module. If we denote
by I the ideal of HTp q generated by px; x; :::; xq and py; y; :::; yq, then the quotient
ringHTp q{I , which we will denote byHp q, is a vector space of dimensionm. A
module basis of HTp q descends to a vector space basis of Hp q. The image of !
in Hp q is denoted by ~! and is called the ordinary symplectic form of  . As graded
Crx; ys-modules, we have HTp q  Hp q bC Crx; ys.
If  1  pV 1; E 1q is a subgraph of    pV;Eq, then  1 is equipped with 1 and 1
induced by  and . If we denote by i the natural inclusion map i :  1Ñ , then
it induces a graded Crx; ys-algebra homomorphism i : HTp qÑHTp 1q. This map
descends to a graded ring homomorphism ~i : Hp qÑHp 1q.
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Proposition 3.3.25. Given    pV;Eq a complete graph on m vertices, we have c0 
c1      cm1  1 and ck  0 for k ¥ m. Moreover, t!i
0 ¤ i ¤ m 1u forms a basis
of the free module HTp q over Crx; ys.
Proof. Assume pviq  pxi; yiq for 1 ¤ i ¤ m. First we observe that a translation
of  to 1     pp; qq, where pp; qq P R2, will not affect the graph cohomology at
all. The classes t!i0 ¤ i ¤ m 1u form a module basis precisely when the classes
tp! qi0 ¤ i ¤ m1u form amodule basis, where   ppx qy; px qy; :::; px qyq.
So without loss of generality, we may assume xi  0 for all i and yi
xi
 yj
xj
for all
i  j.
We prove the statement by induction onm. Whenm  1, the statement clearly
holds.
Now assume we have proved that for m  k and   a complete graph on m
vertices, the classes t!i0 ¤ i ¤ m 1u form a module basis ofHTp q. We consider
the casem  k   1.
Denote by  1 the complete graph on v1; v2; :::; vk. This is a subgraph of   and
we denote by i the inclusion map. Now ! is the equivariant symplectic form of
 , and we notice that ip!q is the equipvariant symplectic form of  1. For any
0 ¤ i ¤ k  1, by our induction hypothesis, we have ~ip~!iq  0 P H ip 1q, so
~!i  0 P H ip q, hence cip q ¥ 1.
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Then the relations
k¸
i0
cip q  k   1
and
k¸
i0
icip q  |E|  kpk   1q
2
force c0p q  c1p q      ckp q  1 and cip q  0 for i ¥ k   1.
Now to complete the induction step, we only need to show ~!k  0 P Hkp q.
Assume this is not the case. Then there must exist homogeneous polynomials
fipx; yq of degree i for 1 ¤ i ¤ k, such that
(3.3.26) !k  fk   fk1!        f1!k1 P HkTp q;
where we have identified the polynomial fi with pfipx; yq; fipx; yq; :::; fipx; yqq P
H iTp q.
At each vertex vi for 1 ¤ i ¤ k 1, since pviq  pxi; yiq, we have !|vi  xix yiy.
It follows from equation (3.3.26) that
(3.3.27) pxix  yiyqk  fkpx; yq  fk1px; yqpxix  yiyq      f1px; yqpxix  yiyqk1;
where means the two sides are equal as polynomials in x and y.
So pxix  yiyq
fkpx; yq for 1 ¤ i ¤ k   1. Because yi
xi
 yj
xj
for all i  j, we have
k 1¹
i1
pxix  yiyq
fkpx; yq. This is only possible when fkpx; yq  0. Then equation
(3.3.27) reduces to
pxix  yiyqk1  fk1px; yq   fk2px; yqpxix  yiyq        f1px; yqpxix  yiyqk2
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for 1 ¤ i ¤ k   1. In other words,
!k1  fk1   fk2!        f1!k2 P Hk1T p q:
This contradicts with that ~!k1  0 P Hk1p q.
We conclude this section by proving an analogue of the Ku¨nneth formula.
Definition 3.3.28. Given  1  pV1; E1q and  2  pV2; E2q, assume V1 
tv1; v2; :::; vmu and V2  tu1; u2; :::; unu. The (Cartesian) product graph  1l 2 
pV3; E3q is defined by V3  V1  V2, and two vertices pvi; usq and pvj; utq in V3 are
adjacent if and only if
vi  vj P V1; us and ut are adjacent in  2;
or
us  ut P V2; vi and vj are adjacent in  1:
Proposition 3.3.29. Given  1  pV1; E1q and  2  pV2; E2q, assume V1  pv1; :::; vmq,
V2  pu1; :::; unq and 1 : V1ÑR2; 2 : V2ÑR2 are two moment maps in general posi-
tion. Let  3   1l 2  pV3; E3q and assume that 3 : V3  V1  V2ÑR2 defined by
3pvi; usq  a1pviq b2pusq is also in general position, where a; b P R are both non-zero
constants. Then we have an isomorphism of Crx; ys-algebras:
(3.3.30)
p : HTp 1q bCrx;ys HTp 2q ÝÑ HTp 3q
pf1; f2; :::; fmq b pg1; g2; :::; gnq ÞÑ pf1g1; f1g2; :::; f1gn; f2g1; :::; fmgnq;
where the vertices in V3 are ordered lexicographically as
pv1; u1q; pv1; u2q; :::; pv1; unq; pv2; u1q; :::; pvm; unq:
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This immediately implies
(3.3.31) ckp 3q 
k¸
i0
cip 1qckip 2q:
Proof. It is straightforward to verify that themap p defined by (3.3.30) is an algebra
homomorphism. We are going to prove it is an isomorphism by induction on
|E1|   |E2|. If |E1|  0 or |E2|  0, the conclusion obviously holds. Now we
assume |E1| ¡ 0; |E2| ¡ 0 and p defined by (3.3.30) is an isomorphism for smaller
|E1|   |E2|.
Suppose vi and vj are connected by an edge in E1, which we will denote by
e
vj
vi . Suppose us and ut are connected by an edge in E2, which we will denote by
eutus . Assume k : EkÑCrx; ys1 is induced by k for k  1; 2; 3. Denote 1pevjvi q
by f and 2peutusq by g. We first observe that f and g cannot be multiples of each
other, otherwise the three vertices pvi; usq; pvj; usq; pvj; utq in V3 would be on the
same line, contradicting the assumption that 3 is in general position. We know
bothHTp 1q bCrx;ysHTp 2q andHTp 3q are free modules over Crx; ys of dimension
mn, we now fix bases for both. Then the map p can be represented by a matrix
Mppq, and p is an isomorphism if and only if Mppq is invertible as a matrix with
coefficients in Crx; ys. This is equivalent to detpMppqq being invertible in Crx; ys.
Define E 11  E1ztevjvi u and  11  pV1; E 11q. We may define
p1 : HTp 11q bCrx;ys HTp 2q Ñ HTp 11l 2q
just as we have defined p. It follows from the induction hypothesis that p1 is an iso-
morphism. For any Crx; ys-module N , we will use Nf to denote N bCrx;ys Crx; ysf ,
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the localization at the polynomial f . It follows from the definition of graph coho-
mology that for f  1pevjvi q,
HTp 1qf  HTp 11qf ;
and
HTp 1l 2qf  HTp 11l 2qf :
Then the two maps
pf : H

Tp 1qf bCrx;ysf HTp 2qf Ñ HTp 1l 2qf
and
p1f : H

Tp 11qf bCrx;ysf HTp 2qf Ñ HTp 11l 2qf
can be identified. Because p1 is an isomorphism, so are p1f and pf . So detpMppqq
is invertible in Crx; ysf . By the same argument, we know that detpMppqq is also
invertible in Crx; ysg. Since f and g are not multiples of each other, this is only
possible when detpMppqq P C. So p is an isomorphism. This completes the induc-
tion step.
The equation (3.3.31) now follows by counting dimensions.
3.4 Connectivity properties of GKM graphs
In this section we prove two theorems about the connectivity of a regular d-valent
graph with cd  1. As corollaries we deduce connectivity properties of a GKM
graph.
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We first recall the standard graph theory notations of edge and vertex connec-
tivity.
Definition 3.4.1. A graph    pV;Eq is k-edge-connected for some k P N, if for
any subset F  tei1j1 ; ei2j2 ; :::; eitjtu  E with t   k, the subgraph  1  pV;EzF q is
connected.
Definition 3.4.2. A graph    pV;Eq is k-vertex-connected for some k P N, if for
any subset U  tvi1 ; vi2 ; :::; vitu  V with t   k, the subgraph  U  pV zU;EzEUq
is connected.
Now we are ready to state the main theorems in this section.
Theorem 3.4.3. Given    pV;Eq a connected regular graph of degree d, if cdp q  1,
then   is d-edge-connected.
Corollary 3.4.4. If a 2d-dimensional compact connected Hamiltonian GKMmanifold has
a moment map in general position, then its GKM graph is d-edge-connected.
Let rd
2
s denote the least integer greater than or equal to d
2
.
Theorem 3.4.5. Given    pV;Eq a connected regular graph of degree d, if cdp q  1,
then   is prd
2
s  1q-vertex-connected.
Corollary 3.4.6. If a 2d-dimensional compact connected Hamiltonian GKMmanifold has
a moment map in general position, then its GKM graph is prd
2
s  1q-vertex-connected.
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Remark 3.4.7. As we remarked earlier in Remark 3.3.21, cd  1 is a weaker as-
sumption than the existence of an axial function. So our theorems also apply to
the graphs studied by Guillemin and Zara [GZ99].
Notation 3.4.8. Given    pV;Eq, we say a vector u  pu1; u2; :::; upk 1qmq P Cpk 1qm
vanishes on vi, or u

vi
 0, if ui  um i      ukm i  0. We say u vanishes on
U  V , or u
U
 0, if u vanishes on every point in U . We denote the set of vectors
in Cpk 1qm that vanishes on V zU byW kU . We will useW kvi forW ktviu when the set has
only one point. It is easy to see that vkij P W ktvi;vju.
We denote by P kU : Cpk 1qm Ñ W kU the natural projection which sets all coordi-
nates corresponding to V zU to 0.
For any U  V , we use KpUq to denote the edge set of the complete graph on
U and useKU  pU;KpUqq to denote the complete graph itself. Note that when U
has only one element, KpUq  H and KU is just a single vertex.
Lemma 3.4.9. Assume    pV;Eq and U  V is a non-empty subset. Then
xvkij
 eij P Ey XW kU  xvkij  eij P KpUqy;
where xSy means the subspace of Cpk 1qm spanned by S.
Proof. Out vertex set is V  tv1; v2; :::; vmu, and W.L.O.G. we assume U 
tv1; v2; :::; vnu. It is enough to show
(3.4.10) xvkij
 eij P KpV qy XW kU  xvkij  eij P KpUqy:
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It is clear that in the above equation, the RHS is contained in the LHS. It remains
to show the other containment. We divide the proof into three cases.
Case 1: n ¥ k   1.
(3.4.11)
dim xvkij
 eij P KpV qy  rkpKV q
 pk   1qm ckpKV q  2ck1pKV q      pk   1qc0pKV q
 pk   1qm pk   1qpk   2q
2
:
The first equality is the definition of rk, the second equality is by formula (3.3.9),
the third equality is a consequence of Proposition 3.3.25.
It is immediate that
(3.4.12) dimW kU  pk   1qn:
Now for any t P N with n   1 ¤ t ¤ m, and any i P N with 1 ¤ i ¤ k   1 ¤ n,
we have vkit P W ktvi;vtu and P ktvtupvkitq P xvkity  W kvi . More explicitly, we have
P ktvtupvkitq  p0; :::;1; 0; :::;ait; 0;   ;akit; 0; :::; 0q;
where the only nonzero entries of the vector are the t; pm   tq; :::; pkm   tq-th en-
tries and they are 1;ait;   ;akit respectively. Then the elementary facts about
Vandermonde matrices tell us that tP ktvtupvkitq
1 ¤ i ¤ k   1u forms a basis forW kvt .
So
W kvt 
k 1¸
i1
 xvkity  W kvi  xvkij  eij P KpV qy  W kU ;
for n  1 ¤ t ¤ m. So xvkij
eij P KpV qy  W kU  W kV and
(3.4.13) dim pxvkij
eij P KpV qy  W kUq  mpk   1q:
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Now we put (3.4.11), (3.4.12), (3.4.13) together to get
dim pxvkij
eij P KpV qy XW kUq
 dim xvkij
eij P KpV qy   dimW kU  dim pxvkijeij P KpV qy  W kUq
 pk   1qm pk   1qpk   2q
2
  pk   1qnmpk   1q
 pk   1qn pk   1qpk   2q
2
 dim xvkij
eij P KpUqy:
The last equality is obtained in exactly the same way as we obtained (3.4.11). Thus
we conclude (3.4.10) holds in Case 1.
Case 2: k  1; n  1. We observe that each vector
u  pu1; u2; :::; u2mq P xv1ij
eij P KpV qy
must satisfy the linear equations
m¸
i1
ui  0 and
2m¸
im 1
ui  0:
This forces the intersection of xv1ij
eij P KpV qy with W 1v1 to be 0. So (3.4.10) holds
since Kptv1uq  H.
Case 3: k ¥ 2; n   k   1.
For a fixed n ¥ 1, we prove (3.4.10) using induction on k. If n ¥ 2, we use
k  n  1 as the base case. If n  1, we use k  1 as the base case. Thus these
base cases have been verified in Case 1 and Case 2 respectively. So now we have
k ¥ 2; k ¡ n 1 and we assume (3.4.10) holds for smaller values of k.
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Assume u P pxvkij
eij P KpV qy XW kUq, so we may write it as
(3.4.14) u 
¸
eijPKpV q
uijv
k
ij P W kU
for some uij P C.
For any vector w  pw1; w2; :::; wpk 1qmq P Cpk 1qm, let
wini  pw1; w2; :::; wkmq P Ckm;
wend  pwm 1; wm 2; :::; wpk 1qmq P Ckm; and
wmid  pwm 1; wm 2; :::; wkmq P Cpk1qm:
Then in particular we have
pvkijqini  vk1ij ; pvkijqend  aijvk1ij ; and pvkijqmid  aijvk2ij :
Then it follows from (3.4.14) that
uini 
¸
eijPKpV q
uijv
k1
ij PW k1U and
uend 
¸
eijPKpV q
uijaijv
k1
ij PW k1U :
Then by the induction hypothesis, we have
(3.4.15)
uini 
¸
eijPKpUq
xijv
k1
ij and
uend 
¸
eijPKpUq
yijv
k1
ij ;
for some xij; yij P C. Hence
(3.4.16) umid 
¸
eijPKpUq
xijaijv
k2
ij 
¸
eijPKpUq
yijv
k2
ij :
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Since k ¡ n  1, we may apply Lemma 3.3.15 to KU to obtain sk2pKUq  0,
which means the vectors tvk2ij
eij P KpUqu are linearly independent. Thus (3.4.16)
implies that xijaij  yij . So the coefficients of the linear combinations in (3.4.15)
are “compatible” and we may write
u 
¸
eijPKpUq
xijv
k
ij:
This exactly implies (3.4.10), completing the induction.
We need the following technical lemma in the proof of Lemma 3.4.18.
Lemma 3.4.17. If 1 ¤ p ¤ n; 1 ¤ q ¤ n, then
ppp 1q
2
  qpq  1q
2
  n   pp  qqpn  1q
2
:
Proof.
ppp 1q
2
  qpq  1q
2
  n pp  qqpn  1q
2
 1
2
pp2  pn  2qp  q2  pn  2qqq   n
 1
2

pp n  2
2
q2   pq  n  2
2
q2


 pn  2
2
q2   n
¤ pn
2
q2  pn  2
2
q2   n
 1   0:
We now study the effect that disconnecting the graph by deleting edges has
on the statistic sk. We call the following lemma the Cut Lemma. It will be used to
prove Theorem 3.4.3, and will also be used repeatedly in Section 3.5.
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Lemma 3.4.18. Given a connected graph    pV;Eq and a cut-set F 
tei1j1 ; ei2j2 ; :::; einjnu of size n, assume pV;EzF q   1 \  2, then
skp q  skp 1q   skp 2q
for any k ¥ n 1.
Proof. Assume  1  pV1; E1q and  2  pV2; E2q. For any 1 ¤ t ¤ n, either vit P V1
and vjt P V2, or vit P V2 and vjt P V1. Without loss of generality, we may assume
vit P V1 for all 1 ¤ t ¤ n. Let V3  tvit
1 ¤ t ¤ nu, V4  tvjt 1 ¤ t ¤ nu,
E5  tei1j1 ; ei2j2 ; :::; einjnu: Note that even though eisjs and eitjt are assumed to be
distinct for s  t, it could still happen that vis  vit or vjs  vjt . So we have
|V3| ¤ n; |V4| ¤ n and |E5|  n. Define  1  pV 1; E 1q by V 1  V3 Y V4, E 1 
KpV3q YKpV4q Y E5.
We claim the graph  1 has at least one vertex of degree less than n   1. Oth-
erwise,  1 should have at least
p|V3|   |V4|qpn  1q
2
edges. By Lemma 3.4.17, this
is greater than
|V3|p|V3|   1q
2
  |V4|p|V4|   1q
2
  n, which is the actually number of
edges of  1, a contradiction.
Now assume without loss of generality that vi1 is of degree less than n   1.
Define  2  pV 1ztvi1u; E 1zEvi1 q. Then we may apply the Deletion Lemma 3.3.12 to
vi1 and  1 to get skp 1q  skp 2q.
By the same argument we can show  2 also has at least one vertex of degree
less than n   1. Repeatedly applying the Deletion Lemma, we finally conclude
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skp 1q  0.
Now assume there is a linear relation among tvkij
eij P Eu:
(3.4.19)
¸
eijPE
uijv
k
ij  0:
We may split the left hand side and rewrite it as
(3.4.20)
¸
eijPE1
uijv
k
ij  
¸
eijPE2
uijv
k
ij  
¸
eijPE5
uijv
k
ij  0:
As both
¸
eijPE2
uijv
k
ij and
¸
eijPE5
uijv
k
ij vanish on V1zV3, so does
¸
eijPE1
uijv
k
ij . Then we
may apply Lemma 3.4.9 to  1 and
¸
eijPE1
uijv
k
ij to get¸
eijPE1
uijv
k
ij 
¸
eijPKpV3q
mijv
k
ij;
for somemij P C. Similarly, we have¸
eijPE2
uijv
k
ij 
¸
eijPKpV4q
nijv
k
ij;
for some nij P C. So (3.4.20) becomes¸
eijPKpV3q
mijv
k
ij  
¸
eijPKpV4q
nijv
k
ij  
¸
eijPE5
uijv
k
ij  0:
Because skp 1q  0, the above equation forces the coefficients mij  0 for each
eij P KpV3q, nij  0 for each eij P KpV4q and uij  0 for each eij P E5. So (3.4.20),
hence (3.4.19), is in fact the sum of two linear relations:¸
eijPE1
uijv
k
ij  0; and¸
eijPE2
uijv
k
ij  0:
So skp q  skp 1q   skp 2q.
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Now we are ready to prove Theorem 3.4.3.
Proof of Theorem 3.4.3. Weprove this by contradiction. Assume to the contrary that
  is not d-edge-connected, then there exists a cut-set F  tei1j1 ; ei2j2 ; :::; einjnu of
size n   d.
Assume pV;EzF q   1 \  2. Then by Lemma 3.4.18, sd2p q  sd2p 1q  
sd2p 2q. Repeated application of the Deletion Lemma to  1 will yield sd2p 1q  0
and similarly sd2p 2q  0. Therefore sd2p q  0.
We always have sd1p q  sdp q  0 by Lemma 3.3.15. So cd  sd   sd2 
2sd1  0. This contradicts our assumption that cd  1.
We prove Theorem 3.4.5 in a similar fashion.
Proof of Theorem 3.4.5. Weprove this by contradiction. Assume to the contrary that
  is not prd
2
s   1q-vertex connected, so that there exists a smallest n ¤ rd
2
s, such
that there are n vertices, which we may assume without loss of generality to be
U  tv1; v2; :::; vnu, such that the graph   U  pV zU;EzEUq is disconnected.
By the minimality of n, we know  U consists of exactly two connected com-
ponents, denoted by  1  pV1; E1q and  2  pV2; E2q. For each vertex vi in U , the
edge set Evi decomposes into three parts:
Evi  E1vi \ E2vi \ EUvi ;
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where E1vi ; E
2
vi
, and EUvi are the set of edges connecting vi to V1; V2 and U respec-
tively. If E1vi  H, then removing Uztviu already disconnects  , contradicting the
minimality of n. So E1vi  H. For same reason, E2vi  H.
Let E3 
¤
viPU
E1vi , E4 
¤
viPU
E2vi and E5 
¤
viPU
EUvi  E XKpUq. A linear relation
among tvd2ij
eij P Eu
(3.4.21)
¸
eijPE
uijv
d2
ij  0
may be rewritten as
(3.4.22)
¸
eijPE1YE3
uijv
d2
ij  
¸
eijPE2YE4
uijv
d2
ij  
¸
eijPE5
uijv
d2
ij  0:
Since |E1v1 | |E2v1 | |EUv1 |  d, either |E1v1 | ¤ d2 or |E2v1 | ¤ d2 . Wemay assumewithout
loss of generality that |E1v1 | ¤
d
2
. Since both
¸
eijPE2YE4
uijv
d2
ij and
¸
eijPE5
uijv
d2
ij van-
ish on V1, it follows from (3.4.22) that
¸
eijPE1YE3
uijv
d2
ij also vanishes on V1. Define
 3  pV1YU;E1YE3YKpUqq, then apply Lemma 3.4.9 to  3 and
¸
eijPE1YE3
uijv
d2
ij ,
we have
(3.4.23)
¸
eijPE1YE3
uijv
d2
ij 
¸
eijPKpUq
xijv
d2
ij ;
for some xij P C.
Claim: sd2p 3q  0:
Proof of the claim: The degree of v1 inside  3 is ¤ d2   rd2 s 1 ¤ d2   d2   12  1   d.
So we may apply the Deletion Lemma to  3 and v1 to remove v1 from  3 without
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changing sd2. If there is a vertex in the new graph of degree less than d, we may
repeat this to form another new graph. We continue this process as long as there is
a vertex in the new graph of degree less than d. This process will only stop when
we are left with a subgraph of  3 whose vertices are all of degree greater than or
equal to d. We will show the only such subgraph is the empty graph. Assume to
the contrary that there is a non-empty subgraph  6  pV6; E6q with V6  V1 Y U ,
E6  E1 YE3 YKpUq, such that all vertices of  6 are of degree ¥ d. First we show
V6 X V1  H. If not, assume vt P V6 X V1. Since E1v1  H, we may assume e1s P E1v1 ,
then vs P V1. As  1 is connected, there is a path from vt to vs in  1, which we denote
by eti1  ei0i1 ; ei1i2 ; :::; eip1ip ; eipip 1  eips. Let u  maxtj
0 ¤ j ¤ p   1; vj P V6u.
Then  6pvuq    pvuq  d, contradicting our assumption on  6. So V6  U . But
|U | ¤ rd
2
s, contradicting the assumption that every vertex in  6 has degree greater
than or equal to d.
Therefore sd2p 3q  0 and we have proved the claim.
The above claim and equation (3.4.23) now force uij  0 for eij P E1YE3. Then
it follows from (3.4.22) that
(3.4.24)
¸
eijPE2YE4
uijv
d2
ij  
¸
eijPE5
uijv
d2
ij  0:
Define  4  pV2 Y U;E2 Y E4 Y E5q. Applying the Deletion Lemma to  4 gives
sd2p 4q  0. So (3.4.24) forces uij  0 for all eij P E2 Y E4 Y E5.
So (3.4.22), hence (3.4.21) is a trivial linear relation, which means sd2p q  0.
So cdp q  sdp q   sd2p q  2sd1p q  0, a contradiciton.
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3.5 An upper bound for the second Betti number of compact
Hamiltonian GKMmanifolds
We now turn to the geometric consequences.
Theorem 3.5.1. Given    pV;Eq a connected regular graph of degree d ¥ 2, if cdp q 
1, then cd1p q ¤ m 2
d 1 . As a consequence, ifM is a 2d-dimensional compact connected
Hamiltonian GKMmanifold whose moment map is in general position, we have 2pMq 
2d2pMq ¤ m 2
d 1 , where ipMq is the i-th geometric Betti number ofM ,m is the sum
of all the Betti numbers, which is equal to the number of vertices in the GKM graph of the
manifold.
Corollary 3.5.2. If M is a 8 or 10-dimensional compact connected Hamiltonian GKM
manifold whose moment map is in general position, thenM has nondecreasing even Betti
numbers up to half dimension: 0pMq ¤ 2pMq ¤ 4pMq.
Proof of Corollary. This is a straightforward calculation using Theorem 3.5.1 and
Poincare duality.
In the case of 8-dimensional manifold, it follows from 2pMq ¤ m 2
3
that
4pMq  m 2 22pMq ¥ m 2 2pm 2q
3
 m 2
3
¥ 2pMq.
In the case of 10-dimensional manifold, it follows from 2pMq ¤ m 2
4
that
4pMq  1
2
pm 2 22pMqq ¥ m 2
4
¥ 2pMq.
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In both cases, we have 0pMq  1 ¤ 2pMq since the symplectic form repre-
sents a nontrivial cohomology class in H2pMq.
Remark 3.5.3. Corollary 3.5.2 gives an affirmative answer to Question 3.1.7 in the
case of 8 and 10 dimensional Hamiltonian GKM manifolds whose moment map
is in general position. These are the first two non-trivial cases, as the inequalities
are automatic for 2-, 4- and 6-dimensional manifolds.
Definition 3.5.4. A graph    pV;Eq is called k-trimmed for some positive integer
k, if
 each vertex of   is of degree at least k   1,
 each connected component of   is pk   1q-edge-connected.
Lemma 3.5.5. Every graph    pV;Eq has a unique maximal k-trimmed subgraph,
which we will denote by ~ k. It can be obtained by the following algorithm:
1. If   is k-trimmed, stop.
2. If   contains a vertex vi of degree less than or equal to k, we define  1  pV1; E1q by
V1  V ztviu and E1  EzEvi , where Evi is the set of edges incident to vi.
3. If every vertex of   is of degree k   1 or higher, and there exists E 1 
tei1j1 ; :::; eitjtu  E, such that t ¤ k and removing these edges would increase
the number of connected components of  , but removing any t  1 among them
would not, then we define  1  pV1; E1q by V1  V , and E1  EzE 1.
4. Repeat the algorithm on  1.
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This process will finally stop. The resulting graph, which could be empty, is ~ k.
By the Deletion Lemma 3.3.12 and the Cut Lemma 3.4.18, we see that
sk1p~ kq  sk1p q:
Proof. The union of two k-trimmed subgraphs of   is also k-trimmed, so there is a
unique maximal k-trimmed subgraph.
If   is itself k-trimmed, the lemma is trivial. Otherwise, following the algo-
rithm, we get a sequence of graphs  1; 2; :::; p, where  i 1 is a subgraph of  i
obtained from  i either as in Case (2) or as in Case (3) of the algorithm, and  p is
k-trimmed. This sequence is not necessarily unique, but we will show in any case
 p  ~ k.
Assume ~ k  p ~V k; ~Ekq. First,  p is a subgraph of ~ k since ~ k is the unique
maximal k-trimmed subgraph of  . Secondly, if   is as in Case (2), then vi R ~V k,
so ~ k is a subgraph of  1. If   is as in Case (3), then E 1 X ~Ek  H, so ~ k is also a
subgraph of  1. Then we can show inductively that ~ k is a subgraph of  p. So we
must have  p  ~ k.
We make the following definition so we can make the statements and proofs
in the rest of the section more concise.
Definition 3.5.6. For any d ¥ 2, we call a graph    pV;Eq is of type Td if
 each vertex of   is of degree d or pd 1q;
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 each connected component of   has at least one vertex of degree pd 1q;
 each connected component of   is pd 1q-edge-connected.
Proposition 3.5.7. Assume    pV;Eq is a graph of type Td, then
(3.5.8) sd3p q ¤ ndp q
d 1   0p q;
where ndp q  tvi P V
pviq  du is the number of vertices of degree d, 0p q is the
number of connected components of  .
Proof. We use induction on the size of |V |. The graph of type Td with the fewest
vertices is the empty graph, and (3.5.8) holds as 0 ¤ 0 in this case.
Now we consider    pV;Eq with |V |  m ¡ 0 and assume (3.5.8) holds for
any graph of type Td and |V |   m. If 0p q ¡ 1, then each connected component
of   is still of type Td, and has fewer vertices. So the induction hypothesis implies
(3.5.8) holds for each connected component. We may add them up to show (3.5.8)
holds for   as well. Now we assume   is connected.
Since   is of type Td, wemay pick a vertex vt of degree d1. Define  1  pV 1; E 1q
by V 1  V ztvtu and E 1  EzEvt , where Evt is the set of edges incident to vt.
By Cororllary 3.3.14, we have sd3p q ¤ sd3p 1q   1. Let ~ 1d2 be the maximal
pd  2q-trimmed subgraph of  1, then we have sd3p ~ 1d2q  sd3p 1q. Assume
0p ~ 1d2q  p, ~ 1d2 
p§
i1
 i, and  i  pVi; Eiq.
Since   is pd1q-edge-connected, for each  i there must be at least d1 vertices
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in Vi whose degrees in   were d but now have degree d 1 in  i. So
p¸
i1
ndp iq ¤ ndp q  pd 1qp:
Since ~ 1
d2
is also of type Td and with fewer vertices than  , by the induction
hypothesis we have
sd3p ~ 1d2q ¤ ndp
~ 1
d2q
d 1   0p
~ 1
d2q:
So
sd3p q ¤ sd3p ~ 1d2q   1
¤ ndp ~ 
1d2q
d 1   0p
~ 1
d2q   1
 1
d 1
p¸
i1
ndp iq   p  1
¤ 1
d 1pndp q  pd 1qpq   p  1
 ndp q
d 1   1
 ndp q
d 1   0p q:
This completes the induction step.
Now Theorem 3.5.1 follows easily.
Proof of Theorem 3.5.1. Since cdp q  1, by Theorem 3.4.3 we know that   is d-edge-
connected. Pick any edge eij P E and form a new graph  1  pV;Ezteijuq. Then  1
is of type Td. By Proposition 3.5.7, we have
sd3p 1q ¤ m 2
d 1   1:
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So sd3p q ¤ sd3p 1q   1 ¤ m 2
d 1   2: Hence
cd1p q  sd1p q   sd3p q  2sd2p q ¤ 0  m 2
d 1   2 2 
m 2
d 1 ;
where we have used the facts sd1p q  0 by the Deletion Lemma, and sd2p q 
cdp q  psdp q  2sd1p qq  1.
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